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Abstract

Although scientists have extensively researched the relationship between viral
oncoproteins and cellular tumour suppressor proteins in recent years, the molecular
interactions between these proteins is still poorly understood. It is the goal of this
thesis to establish the key elements of specific interactions, in particular to
characterise the interaction between the N-terminal part of the viral murine polyoma
oncoprotein large T antigen (PyLTNT), and the cellular human regulator protein
retinoblastoma (pRb)z. The homologous SV40 large T antigen protein has been
studied thoroughly in recent decades, and has been associated with mesothelioma,
osteosarcoma and brain tumours. However, the murine polyomavirus encodes for
154 additional amino acids that are rich in glycine and proline residues and could
potentially play an important role towards cell transformation. Moreover, the polyoma
virus protein has not been studied to this extent before, and structural and binding
experiments conducted here reveal that it remains functional while natively unfolded.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was employed to characterise
the protein's motional properties in its native state. A large part of the backbone
residues was assigned, and regions interacting with pRb formed a localised
structure. The determination of polyomavirus regions associated with retinoblastoma
(PRAR) between residues 131 to 137 and 161 to 181 have never been observed
before and represents a significant advance.
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CHAPTER I - Introduction
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“The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new discoveries,
is not Eureka! (I found it!) but rather, “hmm.... that’s funny....”

- Isaac Asimov

1920-1992

One of the great discoveries of the past fifty years is the role of oncogenes and
tumour suppressors. In the course of this discovery the protein products of these
tumour suppressor genes were studied intensely and yielded a large amount of
information that furthered our knowledge of cell differentiation and cell death. For
many discoveries viruses have paved the way to identify key proteins and signal
transduction pathways.
From the simpler, yet potentially dangerous, retroviruses to the more complex and
less well understood DNA viruses, we can pinpoint genes that are dedicated to
differentiate cells for the benefit of the virus. Some gene products trigger a cascade
of events that leads to cell differentiation with little or no viral benefit. Examples of
such dedicated genes whose protein products cause cell differentiation can be found
in the papilloma viruses i.e. E7 or E6 proteins. Other viruses carry genes for
unintended cell differentiation, for example Burkitt's lymphoma that is caused by the
Epstein-Barr virus. Although more than 95% of the population is carrying the EpsteinBarr virus, it can remain in a dormant state in the host, but can also facilitate the
emergence of Burkitt's lymphoma.
In this thesis, the structural properties of a viral protein with strong oncogenic
potential that belongs to the polyoma virus are characterised. The polyoma virus has
a key role for the identification of cellular regulatory proteins that play a major part
during cell transformation and its name arises from the fact that it is able to induce
multiple tumours (Brodsky and Pipas, 1998; Benjamin, 2001). The discovery of many
proteins including p53 and phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), the former a regulator
2
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of apoptosis in the cell also known as the “guardian of the cell”, and the latter a
signal transducer, can be credited to the polyoma virus.
Another protein that acts as a cell cycle regulator that will be discussed in more
detail is the pRb protein. This protein has been shown to modulate the G1 to S
phase transition in the cell cycle and is targeted by many viral proteins like EA1 from
the adenoviruses, E7 from the papilloma viruses and also the large T antigen from
the polyoma viruses.
Experimentation of these oncogenic proteins binding to pRb have shown that they
change pRb’s structural conformation. The main theme of this thesis focuses on the
interaction between the proteins polyoma large T antigen and pRb.
The starting point will be the history of the virus polyoma highlighting its significance
for research and more specifically the significance it plays in this project. Further
principles of the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) methods and their relevance
for exploring the interaction of the polyoma large T antigen with pRb will be
introduced.

3
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1.1. History of Polyomavirus

When Ludwik Gross first isolated a virus from mice in 1951 that could cause
leukaemia and lymphomas when injected back into them (Gross, 1997), he could not
foresee the controversy that would follow over his research in the next fifty years. In
fact, almost five years had to pass for the world’s first response to this discovery but
unfortunately it was not a response of praise but that of fear.
The reason was the introduction of the first poliomyelitis (polio) vaccine. Children in
those days became infected by the thousands by the crippling disease poliomyelitis,
and when Jonas Salk discovered a vaccine against this terrifying disease in 1955,
governments all over the world rushed to immunise the majority of the population.
While vaccination campaigns were under way in many parts of the world, two
scientists in the National Institute of Health, Bernice Eddy and Sarah Steward
injected the polio vaccine growth material into newborn hamsters and found that the
animals were developing tumours (Dilworth, 2002). In fact, some of these mouse
tumours can grow up to 25% of the host body mass in very short period of time
(Benjamin, 2001). Further research revealed that they could attribute this
phenomenon to a monkey virus found in the cells used to grow the vaccine. This
virus was named the simian virus 40 (SV40). Furthermore this discovery showed that
a virus from one host on which it had no detrimental effect, could infect another
species and induce cancer. Later it was discovered that none of the viruses
belonging to the same family as SV40 cause tumours in their natural hosts (Gottlieb
and Villarreal, 2001).
The news immediately made many governments order the “cleanup” of the vaccine.
By that time it was already controversially discussed, and fear of which effects the
contaminated vaccine might have on millions of people who had already received it,
4
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quickly spread. Follow-up studies were conducted over 20 years after vaccination
e.g. Engels et al. who concludes that there is no direct link between the increase in
cancer incidences and the vaccination (Engels et al., 2003). One bleak point in these
studies was the failure to address some of the rare cancers that were observed in
hamsters such as mesothelioma, osteosarcoma, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and brain
tumours. Another fact that was not addressed was the inability to distinguish
between the exposed and non-exposed individuals since the virus in some instances
might have been formalin inactivated during vaccine preparation. This was also
observed by the Vaccine Safety Committee of the Institute of Medicine of the USA
that concluded that these studies were 'sufficiently flawed' (Carbone et al., 2003).
For lack of better evidence this subject was silenced. In the coming years, research
groups kept publishing results of SV40 link to tumours (Peden et al., 2008). This
slowly divided the scientific community into those who thought the virus could induce
tumours, and those who thought it had no effect on humans. These reports might
have been individually anecdotal but if put together showed something beyond
coincidental.
Finally in 1997 a meeting organized by the National Institute of Health (NIH), the
Federal Drug Administration (FDA) and the Centre for Disease Control (CDC) was
called to address the matter. In the preceding years to that meeting, SV40
sequences were found in human cancer cells of brain tumours, osteosarcomas and
mesotheliomas, which were three out of four tumours that were spotted in hamsters.
The meeting determined that a multi-laboratory study had to be conducted to
determine if i) the virus could be classified as carcinogenic and ii) whether its
presence was significantly higher in mesotheliomas compared to other cancer types
(Carbone, 1999). The multi-laboratory study ruled out the concerns of contamination
in PCR but remained indecisive concerning the other questions (Carbone, 1999).
5
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In 2000 a second conference was held were it was established that SV40 is present
in mesotheliomas and probably other tumours. In 2002 two large studies showed
that SV40 was also present in non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (Ferber, 2002) which
completed the correlation of hamster cancers with that of humans. In light of this
evidence, we now understand why research in this field is becoming increasingly
important. Nevertheless, some reports try to discredit previous studies on the SV40
association with the diseases it causes, by claiming contamination of their PCR
results via plasmid homologues (Pearson, 2004). The most interesting discovery is
the ability of the polyoma viruses to transform cells. Common assays used to assess
transformation by SV40 in cells are their ability of the SV40 infected fibroblasts for
immortalisation, survival and growth with little or no serum, high saturation densities
in cultures, foci formation in multilayered cells and the ability to form tumours in
animals after injection (Ahuja et al., 2005). A more detailed description of how they
achieve tumourigenesis will follow.

6
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1.2. Association with Disease

The polyomaviruses have only a few members that belong to the class of human
pathogens. BKV and JCV cause polyomavirus-associated nephropathy (PVN) and
progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML), respectively (White et al., 2005),
and SV40 is a cross-species infecting pathogen associated with mesotheliomas,
brain tumours, osteosarcomas and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (Moens et al., 2007).
PML is an opportunistic infection occurring in 5% of patients diagnosed with AIDS
but the JCV virus can be also found in the urine of healthy people (Koralnik, 2006).
PML represents the active state of a JCV infection which remains otherwise dormant
in the majority of the population (White et al., 2005). In 2008, reports of drug induced
PML made headlines implicating the drug natalizumab (Tysabri) which is used to
treat multiple sclerosis and Crohn's disease. From the two cases reported one was
fatal raising questions about the drug and its suitability since it might promote JCV
reactivation. PML is a rare disease therefore there is controversy regarding
natalizumab's effect, especially as in the reported cases immune-suppressants were
administered at the same time and preceding to the natalizumab treatment.
Moreover, natalizumab is reported to inhibit cytotoxic T-lymphocytes crossing the
blood brain barrier which would include the anti-JCV lymphocytes (Carson et al.,
2009).
Another recently discovered tumour that is associated with JCV is Merkel Cell
Carcinoma (MCC). This skin tumour is particularly aggressive and the survival rate
for patients that are diagnosed with the disease is 50%. Up to 75% of individuals
have been found to carry antibodies of either BKV or JCV (Ravichandran and Major,
2006).

7
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However, the mechanisms of infection are poorly understood even for SV40, which is
the most extensively researched virus of the family. PyV is known to infect rodents
but lacks the ability to cross-infect like SV40 which can be found in macaques and
humans. This might be due to some crucial differences between the polyomaviruses
in the sequence of their proteins.
SV40, JCV and BKV are phylogenetically closer related compared to PyV (PérezLosada et al., 2006), which might explain the inability of PyV to cross-infect. BKV
and JCV are 72-75% homologous with each other and 70% homologous with SV40
(Eash et al., 2006; Ravichandran and Major, 2006). PyV displays only 46% DNA
homology to SV40 and is thereby more distantly related. JCV's and BKV's ability to
induce tumours is T antigen dependent, and while they are able to cross infect and
cause tumours in a variety of animals, the tumours are localised according to the
tissue and cell restricted tropism of the virus (Eash et al., 2006). It has been
speculated that tropism influences LT antigens of JCV and BKV ability to bind less
efficiently to pRb than SV40's LT (Bollag et al., 2000). The transforming capacity of
JCV seems also to be greater than that of BKV (Eash et al., 2006). A variety of
biochemical assays confirm however, the presence of JCV and BKV in a variety of
tumour cells and specifically in brain tumours in humans (White et al., 2005).
Interestingly, human brain tumour cells prevent JCV from replicating by inhibition of
expression of viral capsid proteins, and in laboratory animals JCV only causes brain
tumours when inoculated intracranially (White et al., 2005). For BKV there are
conflicting reports of whether the virus should be associated with brain tumours
(White et al., 2005).
Nevertheless, polyoma viruses follow a persistent scheme of infection in mammals
(Pérez-Losada et al., 2006). They seem to cause mild primary infection followed by
lifelong non-pathogenic persistent reparation of episomal viral DNA (Pérez-Losada et
8
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al., 2006). Their primary target seems to be the kidneys of a single species which
might indicate that they have evolved together with their hosts (Pérez-Losada et al.,
2006).
Viruses are however, rarely capable of causing cancer on their own and viral
infection does not necessarily result to oncogenesis (Carbone et al., 2003). With
polyoma viruses, infection in their natural hosts rarely results in oncogenesis, but the
likelihood increases when they cross species (Carbone et al., 2003). Malignant
transformation of cells occurs very rarely by polyoma viruses and is only possible
through integration into the host genome (Carbone et al., 2003).
Despite a lack of association with disease in humans PyV has provided an
exceptional model to study cellular proteins that are involved in tumour prevention.
PyV has also been of great importance in finding closely related functions with other
oncogenic viruses.

9
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1.3. Polyomavirus Characteristics

The polyoma virus has the ability to transform cells by employing a limited number of
proteins to overcome the vast cellular machinery that is in place to prevent
unintended cell transformation. It is therefore logical that some of these proteins
require the ability to interact with multiple targets. Genome organisation in a virus is
compact and evolutionarily optimised to include only the most necessary genes.
Polyoma viruses have two life cycles, one lytic and one transforming (Gottlieb and
Villarreal, 2001). A variety of polyomavirus diseases are associated with the cytolytic
properties of the virus (Lednicky and Butel, 1999). A non-productive infection is
initiated by the transforming cycle where the early genes will take over the host DNA
synthesis (Gottlieb and Villarreal, 2001).
Going back to the overall picture, the polyomaviridae family is divided into two
genera i) the polyomavirus where PyV belongs to ii) and papillomavirus. PyV is
grouped together with the better known SV40, BKV, JCV that in contrast are
associated with disease in humans. PyV and SV40 are the most widely studied
viruses from this group (Lednicky and Butel, 1999). PyV has a non-enveloped
circular double-stranded DNA genome which is 5297 base pairs long. The genome
consists of an origin of replication that allows for bi-directional transcription thereby
encoding the early and late proteins (Figure 1). The early proteins are involved in
multiple cellular interactions but also in viral genome proliferation allowing the virus
to remain undetected by the immune system. During the first 20h post infection, the
viral machinery is dedicated to driving the cell into the cell cycle, initiating expression
of host proteins needed for viral replication (Brodsky and Pipas, 1998). This first
stage of the viral life cycle is where the early proteins play a major role as they are
the only proteins expressed.
10
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Figure 1. Polyomavirus DNA
The schematic representation of the genome indicates the early and late coding
regions that are represented by boxes, with each protein produced written inside.
The mRNA non-coding regions are represented by solid lines and the introns by
dotted lines. The number of kilobases of DNA is marked in the inside. The early and
late regions are marked on the inside of the circle. Enhancer region for early gene
transcription and origin of DNA replication are also marked. Reprinted by permission
from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Oncogene (Ichaso and Dilworth, 2001), copyright
2001.

Early proteins are named according to their size as Large, Middle and Small T
antigens often abbreviated as LT, MT and ST, respectively. A mechanism that is
11
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employed for immune evasion, but only seen in the SV40 genome so far, is that of a
miRNA that down-regulates the T antigen expression and thereby helps the virus
escape the cytotoxic T lymphocytes and enhances successful infection (Sullivan et
al., 2005).
The MT is unique to rodent viral strains and is the primary mediator of cell
transformation (Scherneck et al., 2001). It was due to MT that discovery of p53,
today heralded as the cell guardian, was made (Dilworth, 2002). The late proteins
are the structural proteins VP1, VP2 and VP3 and are necessary for final assembly
of the virus.
Early experiments on peptide fingerprinting and mutant analysis revealed all three T
antigen sequences (Figure 2), showing that the first 79 N-terminal amino acids are
common to all three T antigens. Furthermore, MT and ST share a central region of
112 amino acids (Wilson et al., 1986), whereas the C- terminus of each protein is
unique (Dilworth, 2002). The additional coding capacity for the unique regions in MT
and LT comes from the translation of separate reading frames found in the same
~700 base pairs of the genome (Dilworth, 2002).

0 bp

1500 bp

175

797

411

175

748

175

748
797

811

3000 bp

2917
1502

LT
MT
ST

810

Figure 2. The polyomavirus early region coding capacity
The early region of polyomavirus is represented at the top in green. The mRNA
sequences are present underneath. Solid boxes represent the coding sequences for
12
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the three T antigens, the solid lines represent regions that are present in the mRNA,
and dotted lines represent introns that are removed during splicing. Recreated from
(Dilworth, 2002)

LT is a versatile multifunctional protein which the virus encodes to bypass cellular
mechanisms and to integrate itself into the host DNA. It also binds to DNA and acts
as a cell transforming agent conveying immortalisation ability to the cell (DeCaprio,
2009). It does so by melting and unwinding the DNA using its origin binding domain
first as a monomeric form and then by forming into hexamers and acting as a
helicase (Figure 3) (Bochkareva et al., 2006). This multi-functionality of the protein
makes LT an intriguing target to study, as it interacts with key cellular tumours
suppressors such as p53 and pRb and structural examinations show that it acts as a
helicase in its aggregated form (VanLoock et al., 2002; Li et al., 2003; Gai et al.,
2004).

13
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Figure 3. Hexameric form of the C-terminal SV40 large T antigen
The hexameric form of LT is comprised of an ensemble of six monomeric forms of
the crystal structure representing residues 251-627. (Li et al., 2003)

The aggregated form of LT has been observed in electron micrographs showing the
formation of hexameric complexes of LT which change conformation upon contact
with DNA (VanLoock et al., 2002). Crystal structures of the hexamer complexes with
p53 reveal conformational changes in the DNA binding area of p53 (Lilyestrom et al.,
2006). The interaction between the two proteins leaves p53 unable to form functional
tetramers because of the occupancy of the whole DNA binding surface by LT
(Lilyestrom et al., 2006). However, the well structured hexameric form was observed
for the SV40 C-terminus (residues 251-627) only and does not include the full length
LT protein.
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Figure 4. Alignment of SV40 and Polyomavirus LT sequences
CrustalW analysis (Larkin et al., 2007) was used to align the two sequences.
PyLTNT is highlighted in blue. The N-terminus is clearly different to the rest of the
protein, owing to the additional 154 amino acids, that exhibits high homology.

The PyV amino acid sequence reveals that there are important differences to the
SV40 sequence (Figure 4). An additional 154 amino acids are encoded at the Nterminus of PyV which are not present in the SV40 (Pilon et al., 1996). These amino
15
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acids might play a role in the host specificity of the protein and also in pRb
interaction.

16
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1.4. Large T Antigen Domains

As mentioned earlier, viral genomes are relatively small encoding limited number of
proteins to establish a viral infection. LT is part of the viral machinery responsible for
driving cell proliferation utilising host cell enzymes (Li et al., 2001). It is therefore
important for LT to have the capacity to be multi-functional. Limited proteolysis of LT
showed that the individual functionality of the N (1-258) and C-termini (259-728) is
retained (Pipas, 1992; Gjørup et al., 1994). For SV40, the C-terminus contains a p53
interacting domain. p53 plays an important role in activating cell apoptosis,
preventing DNA synthesis and interrupting cell cycle progression at the G2 and G1
phase (Sullivan and Pipas, 2002). Despite the fact that the C-terminus is important
for efficient cell transformation, it is not required for immortalisation of the cells
(Gjørup et al., 1994). In contrast, PyLT immortalises in a p53 independent manner
(Pilon et al., 1996; Benjamin, 2001), unless it interacts at another point in an
unidentified way in the cellular pathway. However, the function of the C-terminus is
not known to date for the PyLT. The capability of PyV to immortalise cells through
pRb inactivation is not essential for the induction of tumours as seen in studies with
LT mutants that do not possess the ability to bind pRb (Benjamin, 2001). In addition,
since PyV encodes for MT as well, p53 binding might be mediated by MT rather than
LT (Gottlieb and Villarreal, 2001).
The N-terminus of LT has a number of important binding sites (Figure 5), including
the J domain and the LxCxE motif, and also contains a nuclear localisation signal
(NLS), spanning from residues 189-195, that has been shown to be vital for protein
translocation to the nucleus and for pRb interaction (Howes et al., 1996). It has also
been shown that there is a variety of not yet fully characterised proteins that coimmunoprecipitate with LT, and bind to the N-terminal region including Cul7, a
17
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member of the cullins that promote ubiquitination (White and Khalili, 2005), a
process that involves the ubiquitin molecule, that attaches itself to other proteins and
promotes degradation.

N-terminal domain

LxCxE
79

0

141-145

NLS
189-196

258

C-terminal domain

J domain

Hsc70

p130

Figure 5. Cartoon representation of the LT protein with emphasis on the Nterminal domain and its binding sites
This schematic representation of the N-terminal domain shows in grey important
interacting regions. Each region is annotated with its name. The appropriate binding
partner proteins for each region is represented by circles containing their name.
Hsc70 is also shown here to interact with pRb after binding to the J domain to
facilitate pRb inactivation.

The J domain comprises of the first 79 amino acids and is conserved among T
antigens. It contains an HPD motif that binds Hsc70 (Lin and DeCaprio, 2003), which
in turn acts on the pRb-E2F complex (Caracciolo et al., 2006). The HPD motif (42-44
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a.a.) is essential for the dissociation of the pRb-E2F complex (Whalen et al., 2005)
and mutational substitutions can render the J domain ineffective for Hsc70 binding
(DeCaprio, 1999). Additionally, it has been shown that a deletion of the amino acids
17-27 of the LT increases the rate of hepatic tumour formation in mice, a possible
indicator of the importance of these residues in the control of cell proliferation
(Bennoun et al., 1998).
PyLT also depends on the J domain (Figure 6) for pRb inactivation (Sheng et al.,
1997; Zalvide et al., 1998; Sheng et al., 2000). However, modifications of the
downstream functions linked to the phosphorylation state of pRb and p130 and to the
transactivation of promoters are J domain independent (Sheng et al., 2000). In
addition, the J domain of PyV differs in structure to that of SV40. There are three
helices in the PyV J domain instead of the four in SV40 and also in the DnaJ, a
human cell structural and functional homologue of the J domain (Pellecchia et al.,
1996; Berjanskii et al., 2000; Lee and Cho, 2002). The J domain structure of PyV
while resembling that of DnaJ, is not modified upon extension of its C-terminus
(Huang et al., 1999). While it is possible to restore partial function of the J domain of
all SV40 T antigens if their original J domain sequence is removed, by replacement
with the JCV J domain, the same is not possible by exchanging the domain against
the DnaJ (Genevaux et al., 2002). Furthermore, the J domain of MT and LT behave
differently, as any mutation in their respective J domain renders LT more likely to be
unstable than MT, by a factor of two (Whalen et al., 2005). The helices of the PyV J
domain extend from residues 7-16 (Helix I), 27-41 (Helix II) and 49-70 (Helix III).
Helix III has been found to be important for Hsc70 recruitment (Garimella et al.,
2006). The three, instead of four helices, found in the PyV J domain, compared to
the DnaJ, might also be responsible for functional differences. This is supported by
the DnaJ acting as a promoter for folding of unfolded or partially folded proteins and
19
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polypeptides (Greene et al., 1998), while the PyV J domain acts as a molecular
chaperone (Garimella et al., 2006).

Figure 6. J domain structure of polyomavirus
This structure elucidated by NMR by Berjanskii et al. (Berjanskii et al., 2000) show
the three helices that are present.

Amino acid substitutions reveal that the J domain might have multiple specificities for
interaction with other proteins (Li et al., 2001). The segment between amino acids 13
and 19 seems to be of great importance for the initiation of viral DNA replication (Li
et al., 2001), but there is no evidence that links the functions of the J domain in the
LT with the J domain in the MT and ST even though the N-terminal sequence is
shared among these proteins. Other binding sites of the J domain associate with
more recently discovered proteins Bub1 and Cul7 (Nemethova et al., 2004).
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Finally, the LxCxE motif which is part of LT but outside the J domain, is essential for
binding the pRb protein family in particular pRb, which regulates G1/S phase
progression via its phosphorylation and releases the E2F transcription factor that
enables this transition (Lee and Cho, 2002; Nemethova et al., 2004). Despite the
presence of the LxCxE motif, there is evidence that the J domain is required for
efficient E2F release by pRb in the presence of PyLTNT (Sullivan et al., 2000a;
Garimella et al., 2006). Further to this, both LxCxE and the J domain amino acid
sequences must act in a cis sequential alignment suggesting that their presence is
invaluable for the binding to pRb and for the efficient transformation of the cell
(Srinivasan et al., 1997). Another sequence not yet identified on the protein but
suggested by genetic complementation tests resides carboxy-terminal to amino acid
residue 136 in the SV40 LT (Ahuja et al., 2005). This second independent function or
element can immortalise primary cells and needs to act in a cis sequential
arrangement with the other two elements of the protein, the LxCxE motif and the J
domain (Ahuja et al., 2005). However, in Figure 4 the alignment shows that this
element is not in the first 258 amino acids of PyLTNT. In fact, the element resides
further downstream in homology with the SV40 sequence. Any mutation in the
LxCxE domain would also disrupt the binding to the retinoblastoma family proteins
(DeCaprio, 1999). In addition to the domains required, LT preferentially binds pRb in
its hypophosphorylated form and might even be cell specific (Moens et al., 2007).
Taking all these findings into account, it becomes evident that the PyLTNT protein
must be studied as a whole rather than individual sequences, or domains. For this
reason investigations in this thesis were based on the smallest functional protein
sequence that contains the above mentioned domains and is amenable to NMR
analysis, here referred to as PyLTNT. This includes the J domain, the LxCxE motif
and the NLS C-terminal residues. Later it will also be explained why the full length
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PyLTNT is important from a structural point of view, as even minor conformational
changes can contribute to the effectiveness of binding.
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1.5. The Retinoblastoma Protein

The discovery of the retinoblastoma protein was spurred by research on a rare
childhood tumour termed retinoblastoma, opening a new chapter of research and
making the retinoblastoma protein one of the most studied cellular proteins known
today. The retinoblastoma is a hereditary disease caused by tumourigenic retinal
cells that contain a mutation on both retinoblastoma alleles in the locus at
chromosome 13q14 (Whyte, 1995). The disease expresses early in children but is
rare affecting 1 in 15,000 life births. The retinoblastoma gene product has a tumour
suppressor function and many of the tumours found in man exhibit mutations on this
retinoblastoma gene (Giacinti and Giordano, 2006).
Polyoma viruses have shown interaction with a range of the cell cycle machinery of
their host that has been demonstrated to be vital for completion of their replication
(Kim et al., 2001). The retinoblastoma family comprising of pRb, p107 and p130,
exercises tight control over cell cycle regulation, especially over G1/S transition
(Burkhart and Sage, 2008). It is therefore understandable that viral replication is
dependent upon disruption of the control exercised by the retinoblastoma proteins.
The most significant protein of the retinoblastoma family is pRb, which has been
found to be inactive in a wide variety of tumours although, in many tumours, it gets
inhibited during progression of the disease rather than during the initial stages,
suggesting a more complex role (Burkhart and Sage, 2008). This is a good indication
that protein inactivation at later stages during tumour progression is very critical and
external factors like viruses might enhance the chances of inactivation and
progression. It has been noted that pRb can associate with over 100 protein partners
and regulates transcription in a number of genes (Burkhart and Sage, 2008). In
simple terms, pRb's main role seems to be the withdrawal from the cell cycle
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progression in proliferating cells (Korenjak and Brehm, 2005). It is therefore not
astonishing that the retinoblastoma proteins have been targeted by DNA viruses.
Adenovirus, papilloma virus and SV40 are just a few of the well studied examples.
The main pathway retinoblastoma proteins are involved in is the progression of cells
into the mitotic stage (Knudsen and Knudsen, 2008). They achieve this by inhibiting
E2F transcription factors, thereby blocking proliferation of the cell. The typical pRb
function involves control of the cell cycle by means of self hypo- and hyperphosphorylation and thereby it controls E2F family members (Korenjak and Brehm,
2005) which comprise of at least eight transcription factors, each being cell cycle
dependent and cell specific. E2F1, E2F2, E2F3a bind pRb and are transcription
activators, while the E2F3b that also binds pRb is a transcription repressor (Cobrinik,
2005). E2F1 is specifically bound by pRb via pRb’s distinctive C-terminal region,
which is not found in p107 or p130 (Knudsen and Wang, 1998; Burkhart and Sage,
2008). E2F4 and E2F5 are also transcription repressors but interact with the other
two proteins of the retinoblastoma family, p107 and p130. While p107 is
predominantly expressed in proliferating cells p130 is found in higher concentration
in arrested cells (Cobrinik, 2005). E2F6, E2F7 and E2F8 have no interacting domain
but still function as repressors. More recent results show that the regulation of the
E2Fs requires retinoblastoma family members via recruitment of histone
deacetylases, chromatin remodelling factors and histone methyltransferases (Moens
et al., 2007).
While the whole pRb has a size of 928 amino acids (Zhu, 2005), the minimum
required sequence for efficient PyLTNT binding was mapped between residues 379
to 792 and is referred to as the small pocket (Kaelin et al., 1990). This small pocket
consists of an A and a B domain connected via a small spacer region. This spacer
region is vital for E2F binding. However, efficient E2F binding requires a larger region
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that includes most of the B domain (Caracciolo et al., 2006). The residues in the
pocket region with E2F that are in contact with pRb have been mapped by crystal
structure determination (Xiao et al., 2003). The spacer region is important for the
association with other proteins, and is homologous but differs slightly between the
retinoblastoma proteins (Giacinti and Giordano, 2006). Tumours linked to inactive
pRb often exhibit mutations in the pocket region (Lee et al., 1998). Viruses also
exploit the considerable homology at the pocket domain between the retinoblastoma
family proteins (Felsani et al., 2006).
The disruption of the pRb-E2F complex by PyLTNT is mediated by ATP hydrolysis
(Sullivan et al., 2000a), and is targeted through the B domain (Figure 7) in a similar
manner to the E7 and E1A proteins that use their LxCxE motif as a primary binding
mode (Sullivan and Pipas, 2002). This motif seems to be essential for any binding to
occur between the viral proteins and the host cell pRb protein. Curiously, despite
detailed structural mapping of the pRb residue interaction with the LxCxE motif (Lee
et al., 1998) there is to my knowledge, only one study of an attempt to map other
interactions of the PyLTNT and pRb. Lee & Cho mention a DSSE motif with weak
hydrogen bond interactions between SV40 112S and pRb (Lee and Cho, 2002). This
motif is found not only in E1A and E7 proteins but also in the PyLTNT sequence in
the form of a DSSI motif, between residues 177 to 180.
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Figure 7. Crystal structure of pRb interacting with SV40 N-terminal domain
The pRb structure (residues 378-772) is highlighted in orange while the SV40 Nterminal domain (residues 7-117) is highlighted in green. The two proteins bind via
the LxCxE motif shown in red at the B domain. The structure was determined by Xray crystallography (Kim et al., 2001).

The shallow groove on the surface of the B region of pRb, formed by a number of
non-consecutive amino acids, makes contact with the LxCxE motif (Lee et al., 1998).
Interestingly, the B domain region where the LxCxE motif binds is nearly 30Å away
from the spacer region which binds E2F (Liu et al., 2006). This leaves the spacer
region free to bind to the E2Fs and to allow simultaneous interactions of the proteins.
The pRb residues in the spacer region are extremely conserved in the
retinoblastoma protein (Felsani et al., 2006), rendering them vulnerable to viral
takeover. As already mentioned, while the LxCxE motif is vital for the specific binding
of PyLTNT, the J-domain is also required (Sheng et al., 1997; Zalvide et al., 1998;
Sheng et al., 2000).
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Inactivation of pRb early during tumour development can be disadvantageous as
alterations in pRb occur later during the progression of the disease (Burkhart and
Sage, 2008). Although the evidence for its tumour suppressive function is
overwhelming, its loss of function seems to be cell type or even tissue dependent
(Burkhart and Sage, 2008). In spite of this, pRb inactivation has been shown to
advance angiogenesis, increase cell death and DNA repair, as well as promote
chromosomal instability and prevent cellular senescence (Burkhart and Sage, 2008).
Therefore, disruption of the E2F-pRb complex is also vital for the cell and is
responsible for more than just increase of proliferation (Cobrinik, 2005).
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1.6. Natively Unfolded Proteins

The course of this thesis showed why the PyLTNT-pRb interaction was hardly
studied from the side of PyLTNT. The protein is not only difficult to stabilise but is
also largely unfolded making it a difficult but also intriguingly interesting target for
biophysical analysis. This unfolded nature seems to be a common theme in viral
oncoproteins, as will be evident further on. Natively unfolded proteins (NUPs)
represent a major challenge for structural investigations and will therefore be
introduced in the following section.
NUPs have been a controversial subject for some time now. Only during the last 10
years has there been enough evidence to support the theory that structured forms of
proteins are not always a necessity for biological function. The structure-function
paradigm has been a central dogma for over 100 years since the lock and key
mechanism theory was proposed as an explanation for enzymatic activity (Uversky,
2002). Systematic analysis of amino acid sequences of proteins has revealed that
large parts of the proteins, or even whole proteins, are lacking order in their
structure. In fact, more than 15,000 proteins contain disordered regions, with over a
1000 having high scores of disorder (Uversky, 2002).
These NUPs can be further divided into premolten globules and intrinsic coils, with
the first group exhibiting some residual structure, and the second having no
secondary structure or showing hydrodynamic dimensions of a random coil (Uversky,
2002). Some studies confer that a NUP conformation is a result of the combined high
net charge of the protein and its low mean hydrophobicity (Uversky et al., 2000). The
low hydrophobicity allows for a less compact structure while the high net charge
leads to charge-charge repulsion. Taken these two factors into account, a formula for
likelihood of NUP conformation has been proposed:
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C = (R+1.151)/2.785

where R is the net charge and if the value C is smaller than parameter H, which is
the mean hydrophobicity, a protein is typically unstructured. This formula, predicts
NUPs fairly reliably solely on the basis of the protein sequence.
Besides the two factors mentioned above, NUPs can also be predicted by low
numbers of amino acid residues like I, L, V, W, F, Y, C, N, and higher amounts of
other residues like E, K, R, G, Q, S, P (Fink, 2005). Prolines and glycines, contribute
considerably to protein flexibility. In general, one could conclude that NUPs are
characterised by a lack of a hydrophobic core and therefore have low numbers of the
hydrophobic residues.
These proteins can take advantage of the fact that they contain little or no structure.
Firstly, by allowing a considerable number of interactions with corresponding targets,
and secondly, for disorder-order transitions, so called induced folding, as a way of
regulating cellular processes, despite the entropic cost of folding (Uversky et al.,
2000; Dyson and Wright, 2005; Receveur-Bréchot et al., 2006). The complexes
formed have usually low affinity but high specificity, a feature commonly found in
signal transduction (Dyson and Wright, 2005). This relies on the thermodynamic
properties of unfolded proteins that fold upon binding. To have a fast rate the
strength of the protein-protein interaction characterized by Kd must be much weaker
than standard folded protein-protein Kd, unfolded proteins can also be thought of as
a special case of extremely weak binding proteins, i.e., ordered. In such cases, the
low affinity is exhibited in the unfolded protein. Such proteins also have extensive
interfaces that they use during interactions. Otherwise, if these proteins were folded,
to create the same interface, they would have to be larger in size and would make
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the cell more crowded, or the cell itself would have to be 15-30% larger to
accommodate for these extensions in their sequences (Fink, 2005).
Another interesting observation is that these proteins are more common in
eukaryotes rather than prokaryotes. Presumably because prokaryotes do not have
highly regulated degradation pathways, therefore have short life times, proteins are
more costly, and the lack of compartmentalisation cannot protect NUPs from
degradation (Fink, 2005). In contrast, the rapid degradation might be an advantage
since they don't require ubiquitination (Fink, 2005). Their unfolded properties also
provide them with an insensitivity to temperature increase (Receveur-Bréchot et al.,
2006), which is advantageous concerning their stability. Examples of viral unfolded
proteins have been found in the papillomaviruses, which belong to the same family
as the polyomaviruses. The E7 protein, that interacts with p53 and pRb in a similar
manner to PyLT, also shares the characteristic features of a partially unfolded protein
(Uversky et al., 2006).
The study of these proteins has shown little progress in the matter of structural
information. This is primarily because they have properties that make them
unsuitable for commonly used structure determination techniques. They are highly
flexible and lack conformational dispersion causing crowded NMR spectra, and are
unable to crystallize for X-ray crystallography. However, the resonances observed in
NMR are usually very intense and therefore useful for analysis, except for regions
with altered flexibility, where signals may disappear owing to coalescence in
intermediate exchange. Furthermore, NMR provides information on the protein
dynamics, which can be used for localised structural information. Nevertheless, in
combination with other techniques, such as small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS),
localised structure formation can be elucidated for NUPs by NMR although at low
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resolution, to determine basic biophysical properties with biological relevance. It is
therefore apparent that NMR is one of the best methods for the analysis of NUPs.
The fact that these NUPs can be predicted by their amino acid sequence, gave rise
to bioinformatic tools available online, as will be described later. In this thesis, a
number of these have been used to allow initial understanding of the PyLTNT
protein, as will be shown later. The following section addresses the characteristic
NMR spectra that can be associated with these proteins.
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1.7. NMR

NMR and X-ray crystallography are the predominant methods used to elucidate high
resolution structures of proteins. X-ray crystallography has been favoured by many
labs because of its relative ease of use and applicability to biomolecular samples
with high molecular weight. Crystal forms of proteins can give good resolution
structures. However, X-ray crystallography is hindered by the fact that not all proteins
are able to crystallize, and also by being unable to determine unstructured regions in
a protein. This is where NMR spectroscopy can supply additional information.
NMR has been in use for over 50 years, advancing rapidly in the last 20, enabling
new applications in chemistry, biochemistry and medicine (Claridge, 1999; Cavanagh
et al., 2006; Levitt, 2008). NMR is an extremely versatile tool for protein properties
and is capable of measuring kinetics, dynamics and structure determination. NMR
spectroscopy is now able to obtain structural information for proteins of molecular
weights up to 30-35 kDa, in some cases up to 82kDa (Grishaev et al., 2008).
NMR is based on the intrinsic property that atoms have, a property termed “spin”.
The spin behaves similarly to a rotating charged particle with an angular momentum.
The net spin of each atom, denoted by I, depends on the nuclear subatomic
composition. Additionally, nuclei with the same atomic number but different mass
numbers are called isotopes. For some elements several isotopes exist where only
some have a net spin. These isotopes occur in nature at various isotopic
distributions. 1H atoms are a naturally abundant isotope with a net spin, and NMR
relies heavily on this atom for one-dimensional experiments. Many elements have a
net spin for some isotope but the isotopic distribution in nature may be unfavourable.
For example, the spin-active isotope of carbon (13C) has only a natural abundance of
1.1%, and that of nitrogen (15N) is only 0.37%. To assign NMR spectra in proteins,
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isotopic labelling of

13

C and

15

N is required. This is readily possible as cells can

incorporate sources of these isotopes into proteins from compounds like 13C-glucose
and

15

NH4Cl, which are commercially available. With the use of these isotopes, a

new era of NMR started that enabled the development of multidimensional
experiments as shown later. Many other atoms are used for NMR detection but 1H,
13

C and 15N are the ones used for protein assignment.

When spin active nuclei are subject to a magnetic field, they align in relation to the
external field (Bo). For a simple introduction the Bloch vector model will be used to
explain some basic properties of spins (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Bloch vector model
The axes are denoted as z, x and y and represent the orientation of the overall
magnetisation arising from an ensemble of spins. The external magnetic field (Bo) is
aligned along the z axis.

If the z axis represents the direction of the Bo field the spins begin to precess around
it. The frequency of precession (ωo), also termed the Larmor frequency is equal to:

ω = -γBo
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where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and Bo the magnetic field. The oscillation frequency
denoted as ν can be measured in Hz and is given by -γBo/2π.
When spins are irradiated with a specific radiofrequency pulse, the magnetisation
vector changes direction and reaches to what is called the transverse plane (x/y) for
a 90o (π/2) pulse. The signal can be recorded in the form of a free induction decay
(FID) that can be translated into an absorption signal of specific frequency using a
Fourier transformation.
There are two relaxation processes the spin-lattice (longitudinal) relaxation and spinspin (transverse) relaxation. Longitudinal relaxation rate (R1) depends on interactions
that originate from vibrational and rotational motions, which create a complex
magnetic field. This field has multiple components that cause magnetisation to return
to the equilibrium state. This is called the spin-lattice relaxation with a relaxation time
T1. T1 also depends on the gyromagnetic ratio γ and the lattice. Spin-spin relaxation
originates from the interaction between nuclei that are close to each other. The time
constant T2 describes this decay of magnetisation. The signal width (lw) is
determined by the transverse relaxation rate (R2=1/T2=π*lw). If the transverse
relaxation is fast, (large values of R2) broad spectral signals are obtained while sharp
signals correspond to slow relaxation.
Proteins as molecules with many interacting atoms cause complex NMR spectra with
many resonances, too many to be resolved in a proton NMR spectrum. One
dimensional (1D) proton spectra show signals at different frequencies for the
different protons in the molecular system. The chemical shift dispersion of signals
originates from varying the electron density around each nucleus that influences the
Larmor frequency of each individual nuclear spin. This is a consequence of shielding
or deshielding of the nuclei against the Bo field caused by induced magnetic fields
involving surrounding electrons. Each proton signal can now be characterised
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according to its electronic environment so that a methyl signal is distinct from an
amide signal in a proton spectrum. Moreover, signals are split by the presence of
adjacent spins in the same molecule, which can have different spin states causing
the so called scalar coupling (J). These couplings and other properties of spins can
be used in pulse programs to link different nuclei. Spectra can get extremely
crowded for larger molecules, owing to degenerate frequencies for many different
nuclei. To simplify spectra, large magnetic fields can be employed, because the
frequency is field-dependent and therefore dispersion increases. In addition, spectral
dimensions can be created by linking different nuclei exploiting scalar couplings or
dipolar interactions between nuclei. The additional dimensions give rise to many
types of NMR spectra which will be explained later.
One of the advantages of NMR is that it allows the investigation of proteins as close
as possible to the native state. It also allows the observation of proteins under
complex conditions or when they are natively unfolded. Moreover, NMR also has the
ability to probe weak affinities between proteins providing an alternative to
Biacore™.
Solution NMR relies heavily on the size of the protein, since rotational tumbling of the
molecule affects resolution of spectra, with large proteins tumbling slowly and
causing broad lines owing to faster transverse relaxation. Another problem is
spectral crowding which is amplified in unfolded proteins, by lack of differentiation in
chemical shift, even in multi-dimensional spectra. This can partly be resolved by the
use of higher field magnets and specific pulse sequences. Deuterium labelling can
decrease the relaxation rate of 13C allowing for better resolution and sensitivity. Other
methods to reduce linewidths include the use of higher temperatures to increase
tumbling rates (Foster et al., 2007). This is only possible though for molecules that
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are thermal sufficiently stable. To increase tumbling rates one must also use low
viscosity solvents (Foster et al., 2007).
NMR has frequently been used to study protein interactions. This can be achieved
by relatively simple two-dimensional spectra that can be used to map binding
interfaces based on chemical shift perturbations (explained in more detail in section
3.4.2.). Protein-protein and protein-ligand interfaces can also be mapped using the
Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) arising from through space cross-relaxation of
protons. Such effects are typically effective for distances up to 4-5 Å.
NMR has previously been used to study interactions of the LxCxE peptide with pRb.
It was concluded that while the motif is essential for binding, higher affinity flanking
residues extending the xLxCxExXx sequence are needed, where x should not be a
positively charged amino acid, and X should preferentially be a hydrophobic residue
(Singh et al., 2005). However, as evident from the sequence of PyV, none of the
flanking residues are positively charged, and the X position has a proline residue.
The residue 141D in PyLTNT is also of great importance, as it can form a hydrogen
bridge with a residue of pRb and significantly enhance the interaction, especially
since it is readily accessible in PyV (Lee and Cho, 2002).
There have been extensive studies of the protein structure of the SV40 LT but little is
known of the structure of PyV LT. X-ray crystal structures include those of the Nterminal region of SV40 LT in complex with pRb (Kim et al., 2001).
A variety of LT domains have been examined by NMR. Most of these domains were
part of the SV40 LT and include solved solution structures of the DNA binding
domain of SV40 LT (Luo et al., 1996; Bochkareva et al., 2006), J domain structures
of E. coli together with their glycine/phenylalanine rich regions (Pellecchia et al.,
1996) and the PyV J domain solution structure (Berjanskii et al., 2000). The latter
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study reveals a nicely formed structure of the J domain which included 3 helices
(Berjanskii et al., 2000).
From this work it becomes evident that the protein, beyond the first 79 amino acids
that form the J domain, becomes increasingly unfolded. NMR experiments on
PyLTNT show that it is a partially unfolded protein with a structured J domain and an
unstructured C-terminus. Partially unfolded proteins or NUPs have been considered
for some time to play a major role in protein interactions. Unstructured regions are
present in a variety of proteins, in particular in the absence of binding partners, as in
some cases binding induces folding. The assignment of NMR resonances of NUPs is
particularly challenging as the protein is flexible and has limited chemical shift in
amide HN and Cα atoms (Dyson and Wright, 1998). Moreover, such proteins lack
signals in NOESY spectra, not only for the amide region but also between side chain
residues. It is therefore difficult to obtain determinants for secondary structure.
In contrast, the nitrogen and carbonyl carbon chemical shifts are somewhat better
dispersed as a result of them being influenced more by the amino acid sequence
than the secondary structure. Moreover, these resonances are very narrow owing to
rapid fluctuations of the protein chain, allowing for good three-dimensional and twodimensional experiments even at low concentrations (Dyson and Wright, 1998).
A study by Ohlenschläger et al. on the E7 protein, which has a similar functions as
LT, has shown that structurally E7 is also a partially natively unfolded protein and that
the full length E7 protein contains signals at a narrow chemical shift range
(Ohlenschläger et al., 2006). To improve the dispersion Ohlenschläger studied the
isolated C-terminus of the protein which folds into a structured domain
(Ohlenschläger et al., 2006).
Another interesting application of NMR in NUPs is the possibility to measure
dynamic properties of biomolecules. The flexibility of these proteins can be probed
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by

15

N spin relaxation measurements. While the quantitative interpretation of

15

N

relaxation rates and heteronuclear NOEs (hetNOE) is complex, valuable information
can be extracted (Dyson and Wright, 1998), in particular regarding localised
structure formation. Relaxation measurements will be discussed in sections 2.8.9
and 3.4.3 for the PyLTNT protein.
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1.8. Objective

The objective of this thesis was to elucidate the biophysical properties related to
activity of PyLTNT, in particular regarding conformational changes upon binding to
pRb. For this, NMR was employed to obtain additional information on residual
structure.
The hypothesis is based on the differences between SV40 and PyV, in particular in
their N-terminal sequence which differs to a large extent in amino acid composition.
Moreover, PyLTNT has an additional 154 amino acid residues which are likely to be
important for yet unknown protein interactions, including those with Rb family
members. It must be expected that the additional sequence is important to the virus
as these residues have developed under evolutionary pressure and viruses have a
highly compact genome. It was also expected to find determinants of localised
structure related to activity in the protein.
To further analyse these ideas, the aim was to i) to assign the protein via NMR and
ii) to determining the role of each residue towards binding with pRb. While
assignment was very challenging, as will be described, it gave an insight into how
different NMR experiments can be used to provide additional assignment
information. Furthermore, by using kinetic information, the nature of binding and the
overall complexity of the process that is pRb inactivation was further elucidated.
The hypothesis that the 154 additional amino acid residues might play a role towards
pRb binding was investigated by NMR, and other biochemical methods, and is
outlined in the following pages.
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CHAPTER II – Materials & Methods
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2.1. Materials

All chemicals used were purchased directly from Sigma-Aldrich or its partners (eg.
Fluka Analytical). Lipids were purchased from Avanti Lipids Inc. (Alabaster, AL,
USA). For small volume liquid centrifugation instruments by Fisher Scientific UK Ltd.
were used. For larger volumes and higher speeds centrifuges from Beckman Coulter
Inc. were used with corresponding rotors. CELTONE™ and Spectra-9™ media were
purchased from Spectra Stable Isotopes (Columbia, MD, USA). Concentrators were
either obtained from Millipore (Billerica, MA, USA) or from Sigma-Aldrich. The
chromatographic instruments used were from GE Healthcare. More specifically the
ÄKTA prime™ plus was used for isolating tagged proteins together with HisTrap™
and GSTrap™ columns, and the ÄKTA purifier™ for further purification using gel
filtration size exclusion chromatography. Protein marker (Precision plus protein
standards), gels and gel tanks were from Biorad. Complete® protease inhibitors
were from Roche Applied Science. SYPRO® Orange for thermofluor experiments
was purchased by Sigma-Aldrich.
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2.2. Protein Expression

pET-30b and pET-15b DNA plasmids vectors that encoded residues 1-258 of
PyLTNT were kindly provided by Brian Schaffhausen (Tufts School of Medicine,
Boston, USA). pET-15b plasmid that encodes for residues 388-792 of pRb was also
received from Brian Schaffhausen. Vector pET-30b of PyLTNT had a six histidine tag
at the C-terminus with an incorporated Kanamycin resistance gene for validation of
the insert, while the second vector had a GST tag at the N-terminus with an
Ampicillin resistance gene for validation. Original plasmids were received dry on
blotting paper. The paper was cut and inserted into two PCR tubes and 150µl of
elution buffer from the Quiagen kit for plasmid purification was pipetted into each
tube. From then on identical procedures were followed for production of protein from
each of the PyLTNT vectors. For the pRb vector a 5 µl DNA solution was used in the
exact same way as PyLTNT for cloning and expression. Furthermore, pET-30b
vectors of two smaller constructs of PyLTNT were received, named PyLTNTm1 and
PyLTNTm2 encoding residues 1-151 and 1-200 respectively with a histidine tag at
the C-terminus, which were treated in the same way as PyLTNT.
10 µl of the PCR tube that contained the clone was mixed with 20µl of competent
cells and incubated in an eppendorf tube on ice for 30 minutes. The DNA was frozen
at -20 oC for future use. XL1-Blue cells were used initially, as they are suitable for
creation of a stock cell culture because of their high copy numbers. After 30 minutes
on ice the mixture of cells with DNA was heat-shocked for 45 seconds at 42oC to
allow the plasmids to be incorporated into the cells, and then the mixture was put
back on ice for 5 minutes. The sample was then transferred into 400 µl of SOC
medium and allowed to grow for 2 hours at 37 oC. 50µl of that medium was pipetted
onto a Luria-Bertani (LB) agar plate with the appropriate antibiotic, depending on the
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insert, and the rest of the medium was spread onto a second LB plate with antibiotic
and both plates were left over night (O/N) to grow at 37 oC.
A distinct colony was picked the next day with a pipette tip and inserted into a tube
with 2ml LB medium and the appropriate antibiotic (1 ml/L of 30 µg/ml Kanamycin or
1 ml/L of 100 µg/ml Ampicillin). The cells were allowed to grow O/N at 37 oC. The
next day 1 µl from the medium was pipetted into another tube containing 5 ml of LB
with antibiotic and was left to grow O/N. The rest of the 2 ml medium was made into
stock cell cultures by addition of 15 % glycerol and frozen at -80 oC for future use.
The next day the cells from the 5ml LB culture were centrifuged at 4000 g for 10
minutes before removing the supernatant and treating the cell pellet with buffers from
the Miniprep kit for DNA extraction (Quiagen). The protocol given with the kit was
followed to finally elute 50 µl of DNA in H2O. The transformation procedure was
repeated only this time using BL21 (DE3) cells that are commonly used for protein
purification and are required for expression of proteins from the T7 promoter in pET
vectors. 5 µl of the DNA was taken and mixed with 10 µl BL21 (DE3) cells in a tube
and put on ice for 30 minutes. The cells were heat-shocked for 45 seconds and put
straight back on ice for 5 minutes before transferring into 400 µl of SOC medium and
allowed to grow for 2 hours at 37 oC. 20 µl of that medium was pipetted onto a LB
solid medium plate with antibiotic and let grow O/N at 37 oC. The rest of the SOC
medium was spread onto a second LB plate with antibiotic and left O/N to grow at 37
o

C.

The next day a colony was picked and inserted into a tube with 2ml LB medium and
the appropriate antibiotic. The cells were allowed to grow for 2 hours at 37 oC. 1ml of
the medium was pipetted into 1 Litre of LB medium with antibiotic in a 5 Litre flask to
allow proper aeration of the culture. The flasks were then left at 37 oC at 180 rpm in a
shaker incubator until Optical Density (OD) at 600 nm reached ~0.7. At this point the
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culture was induced with 1 ml of 1 M Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG).
For PyLTNT the culture was left O/N to grow at 25 oC. For pRb the cells were grown
for 24 hours at 18 oC. Stocks of the cells were prepared by addition of 15 % glycerol
to uninduced 1 ml BL21 (DE3) cells containing the insert of interest and frozen at -80
o

C.
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2.2.1. Minimal Media

For production of a labelled sample the steps followed are identical to the procedure
of preparing the cells for growth in LB medium, only after the two hours of growth in
2 ml LB, 1 ml of the sample was pipetted into a M9 minimal medium. To prepare the
medium 6 g/L of Na2HPO4, 3 g/L of KH2PO4 and 1 g/L of NaCl were mixed in H2O
(D2O if necessary for labelling), adjusted at pH 7.2 and autoclaved. Then 2 ml/L of a
1 M MgSO4, 2 ml/L of a 50 mM CaCl2, 0.4 ml/L of a 3 mM FeSO4, 1 ml/L of a 20 mg/
ml Thiamine and a 1 ml/L of a metal mix solution (4 mM ZnSO4, 1mM MnSO4, 4.7mM
H3BO3 and 0.7mM CuSO4) were added to the medium and mixed. Finally 1 g/L of 13C
labelled glucose and 1 g/L of

15

N labelled NH4Cl were added to 10 ml H2O before

filtering and addition to the medium.
After several attempts of unsuccessful growth of E.coli cells in this medium, it
became apparent that a modifications of the protocol was required. However, a
variety of vitamin mixtures and even a 50 % mixture of rich CELTONE™ medium
with M9 did not lead to satisfactory results. So, further production in M9 media had to
be abandoned. Alternatively labelled semi-rich media Spectra 9™ and rich
CELTONE™ media from Spectra Gases were used.
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2.2.2. Isotopically labelled Rich Media

CELTONE™ is a uniformly labelled rich medium that gave similar results as LB
media. For the production of PyLTNT protein in CELTONE™ the protocol used was
identical to that used for LB media.
Spectra 9™ medium showed promising results initially in small scale cultures (100
ml) but in larger volumes (1 L) protein production was stunted. Further experimental
cultures revealed that success of cell growth relied on good aeration. The culture
had to be grown in custom made baffled glass flasks with a maximum medium ratio
to flask volume of 1:6 and an optimum of 1:10. Furthermore, the shaker incubator
was set at 37 oC at 120 rpm and cells were let to grow until an O.D.600 reached ~ 0.6
when they were induced. The cell density had to be below 0.65 before induction, to
be able to collect any protein. After the induction the culture was let to grow O/N at
25 oC at 120 rpm. The next day the culture was collected and the protein purified in
exactly the same manner as for the LB protein production.
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2.2.3. Selective Labelling

Selective labelling schemes were used to identify resonances that were not possible
to assign using traditional uniform labelling. Some experiments of this nature were
tried during the course of this thesis but, unfortunately, cross-labelling to other
residues was abundant. Several modifications of the protocol did not improve the
results and attempts eventually discontinued.
In these experiments rich LB media were used to grow the cells, and after the cells
reached mid-log phase, excess amounts of

15

N labelled phenylalanine (1 g/L) was

solubilised directly into the medium. The idea behind this experiment is that the
excess labelled phenylalanine would be more readily available to be taken up by the
bacteria than the unlabelled one. The method was adapted from Englander et al.
(Englander et al., 2006). However, results showed that the labelled amino acids were
broken down and metabolised to aspartate and glutamate, although phenylalanine
was an end product in the metabolic biochemical pathway of the biosynthesis of
amino acids. This cross-labelling could be attributed to the fact that, because of the
excess availability of the amino acid, it was metabolised by the bacteria and was
broken down. An attempt was made to inhibit cross-labelling by addition of excess
unlabelled aspartate and glutamate, at the same concentration as the labelled
phenylalanine. Unfortunately, cross-labelling was still observed and the experiments
were suspended.
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2.3. Protein Purification

The cell culture was centrifuged in large 1 L volume bottles at 6,500 rpm for 17
minutes in the Avanti® J-20XP centrifuge with a JLA 8.1000 rotor. The supernatant
was discarded and the cell pellet was resuspended with 30 ml of a buffer containing
5 mM imidazol, 50 mM potassium phosphate adjusted to pH 8.0, 150 mM KCl, 2 mM
DTT, 2 % NaN3 and 1 tablet of Complete® protease inhibitors. Cells were then lysed
using a French press at 2000 psi. The lysis was repeated three times before the
homogenised solution was centrifuged at 24,000 rpm for 1 hour in the Avanti® J-25
centrifuge with a JA 25.50 rotor. Alternatively, the cells were lysed using the
Emulsiflex C-3™ homogenizer before centrifugation. The supernatant was obtained
after centrifugation and the pellets discarded. The supernatant was filtered from
debris before the first step of liquid chromatography.
The ÄKTA prime™ plus was used in a first step of purification. Two buffers differing
in imidazol concentration were used for a gradient purification. Buffer A was the
same as used for resuspension of cells after centrifugation without protease
inhibitors. Buffer B was the same as buffer A only with 250 mM imidazol. The protein
was loaded onto a HisTrap column (or GSTrap column depending on insert) and
eluted with a gradient of 5 to 250 mM imidazol (or 10mM glutathione for the GSTrap
column). For verification of the protein an SDS-PAGE gel was used with a protein
marker. The expected protein was ~28.5 kDa. Following verification second step of
purification with gel filtration was initiated.
A fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) ÄKTA purifier™ system using a
Superdex 75 column was used for second step of purification for PyLTNT, whereas a
Superdex 200 column was used for the pRb. Fractionation was at 3 ml for each tube
at a flow rate of 1 ml/minute.
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The buffer used for this was the same as for the ÄKTA prime™ plus but without
imidazol. The column was washed prior to elution and run O/N. The protein fractions
from the ÄKTA prime™ plus were concentrated to 5ml using Amicon or Vivaspin
concentrators with a molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) of 10,000 Da and loaded onto
the Superdex column. For both proteins the chromatograms showed both the
aggregated form and monomeric form of the proteins. Confirmation of the
monomeric form was done by SDS-PAGE gel using Precision plus standard
markers. The confirmed fractions were concentrated to 1ml for PyLTNT and stored
for further experiments. For pRb the fractions could not be concentrated without
causing precipitation and aggregation. Other constructs prepared in the same way
were PyLTNTm1 (amino acid residues 1-151) and PyLTNTm2 (amino acid residues
1-200) as well as J domain (amino acid residues 1-79). These three constructs were
directly prepared by Brian Schaffhausen after an initial step of purification and were
then further purified.
Protein concentration was determined using a Bradford assay. The red Coomasie
reagent changes into a stable Coomasie blue upon biding the protein.
Predetermined concentrations of protein dilutions in Bradford reagent were
measured at an absorbance of 595 nm forming a linear graph. The linear graph was
then used to estimate the unknown concentration of PyLTNT and pRb after diluting
protein into Coomasie reagent and measuring the recorded absorbance.
Another method for protein concentration estimation was by using the Beer-Lambert
equation after measuring the UV absorbance at 280 nm:

c = A/lε
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where A is the absorbance at 280 nm, c is the molar concentration, l is the cell path
length (1 cm) and ε is the molar absorption coefficient of the protein in question (for
PyLTNT ε= 38690 M-1 cm-1 and for pRB ε= 40680 M-1 cm-1).
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2.4. Protein Preparation for NMR Experiments

For PyLTNT expressed in LB, CELTONE™ or Spectra 9™ media, the protein was
concentrated to a final volume of 600 µl containing 10 % of D2O for the deuterium
field-frequency lock. Typical NMR protein concentrations were between 0.3 to 0.8
mM. The buffers used were the same as described in section 2.3. For titration with
pRb, the 600 µl PyLTNT was mixed with pRb at equimolar concentrations in the
same buffer conditions, and then concentrated back to 600 µl containing 10 % D2O.
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2.5. Biochemical Characterisation of PyLTNT

In the process of preparing and analysing PyLTNT a variety of methods were used.
The protein was isolated once a protocol for expression and purification was
established, conditions were optimised using Thermofluor analysis studies and
circular dichroism (CD) as well as analytical ultracetrifugation (AUC) and isothermal
titration calorimetry (ITC). For all other experiments, the buffer for all protein samples
was the same potassium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 that was used for preparation.
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2.5.1. Thermofluor

The ThermoFluor® assay was used to determine optimal buffer conditions for the
PyLTNT protein and later also the pRb protein. The principle of this technique relies
on a fluorescent dye (SYPRO® Orange), which gives rise to a fluorescence signal
when bound to hydrophobic residues of a protein when this starts to unfold as a
result of temperature elevation. Data from the assays of the fluorescent readings
were normalised in Excel, and a selection of four distinct conditions were plotted.
The first derivative was taken to determine the point of inflection of each melting
curve. This can be considered as the half maximal unfolding fluorescence (UF50).
For NUPs this method is less effective as the protein is already unfolded and the dye
binds immediately to a multitude of hydrophobic residues. For partially folded
proteins, the ThermoFluor® assay may work if the residual secondary structure
elements unfold. The thermal limit of each protein is different and depends on the
buffer conditions. ThermoFluor® is therefore often used to optimise buffer conditions
for optimal protein stability, i.e. folding and the highest possible temperature.
Screening of buffer conditions involves diluting 1 µl of the protein in 18 µl of buffer
and adding 1 µl of the fluorescent dye. 96 buffer conditions are picked to test in a 96
well plate. The plate is inserted in a RT-PCR machine to measure fluorescence as
temperature is elevated. Since the amount of buffer conditions that can be tested is
limited by the number of wells, the combination of the conditions that contributed
towards the thermal stability of the protein can be used for buffer preparation. This
was also the case with PyLTNT that responded well towards certain conditions but
their combination proved to be more beneficial towards long term stability as realised
by NMR experiments.
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2.5.1. CD

CD spectropolarimetry uses circular polarised light, to provide information about
secondary structure of biomolecules in solution. Circular polarised light has the
property of moving in circular motion along its propagated direction. This circular
motion can be either left- or right-handed. The difference in absorption, between the
orientations of the circular polarised light, as it changes direction when it passes
through the solution is what we observe in the spectrum. The far-UV CD spectrum of
a protein reveals the fraction of the spectrum that has a particular secondary
structure, but it cannot pinpoint the location of the secondary structure. Despite this
limitation, it is a valuable tool to describe conformational changes of a molecule.
CD spectra were recorded in a JASCO J-810 spectropolarimeter with a 1 cm
temperature controlled holder and a 1 mm pathlength quartz cell in the previously
described phosphate buffer. Spectra were recorded at different pH. CD spectra were
measured as previously described (Karlin et al., 2002) with number of residues,
molecular mass and concentration for PyLTNT being 264, 28 kDa and 0.3 mM
respectively. Data were analysed with the online available software K2D for
secondary structure (Andrade et al., 1993).
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2.5.2. AUC

AUC relies on real time monitoring of a sample as sedimentation occurs at large gforce. The system uses light to measure absorption and reports the sample
concentration as it migrates through the sample cell. This is called a sedimentation
velocity experiment and was carried out to determine the molecular weight of the
protein, and its purity. It is also possible to determine the shape of a protein and its
aggregation state. For the purpose of this thesis, AUC was used to determine
whether the protein was in its monomeric form without forming dimers upon
concentration. The sample cell and the reference cell contained the same buffer. A
Beckman XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge using an 8 cell 50Ti rotor was used for the
AUC studies. Sedimentation velocity experiments were carried out by centrifuging a
2 sector cell at 40,000 rpm for 17 h at 4 °C. 400 µl of the sample and 400 µl of the
buffer were loaded into respective cells. The absorbance of the sample was
measured at a wavelength of 280 nm throughout the cell. A total of 126
measurements were taken of the sample during the run. These data were then
analyzed by applying the c(s) routine in SEDFIT (Schuck, 2004).
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2.5.3. FPLC

An ÄKTA purifier™ system with an analytical Superdex 75 HR 10/30 column was
used to conduct binding analysis of the the PyLTNT with pRb. The principle relied on
the fact that upon complex formation a higher molecular weight would be
established. This would be observed on the chromatogram as a peak eluting early in
the collected fraction. PyLTNT and pRb were run separately and also, when mixed in
equimolar amounts. The molar concentration of each protein was 0.5mM. The buffer
used for the analysis was the same that was used for purification (pH 7.0). The
experiment was run at a flow of 2ml/min and fractions were collected and run on
SDS-PAGE for confirmation and analysis.
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2.5.4. ITC

ITC is commonly used to determine thermodynamic parameters of interactions. It
measures binding affinities (Kα), enthalpy changes (ΔH) and binding stochiometry (n)
of the interaction between two or more molecules in solution. From these
measurements Gibbs energy changes (ΔG) and entropy changes (ΔS) can be
determined using the relationship:

ΔG = -RTlnK = ΔH - TΔS

where R is the gas constant ,T is the absolute temperature, and K is the equilibrium
constant.
In practice, a known amount of the ligand molecule is titrated into a sample cell
where the protein is in solution at a known concentration. The temperature of the
sample cell is constant. When the ligand is added the heat is measured in relation to
a reference cell. This heat is actually the time dependent power that is required to
maintain the temperature of the sample cell in respect to the reference cell.
This results in a series of curves, with every curve corresponding to the heat
exchange during one titration step. The pattern of these curves yield the
thermodynamic parameters of the interaction as a function of the molar ratio.
Experiments were carried out using a MicroCal VP-ITC instrument (MicroCal, UK) at
25 oC. For the PyLTNT-pRb ITC experiment, 5 µM of the PyLTNT protein was
equilibrated in the sample cell. A 100 µM pRb protein was then titrated into the
sample cell using 25 titration points, each point of 10 µl volume. Similarly, for the
PyLTNTm2-pRb interaction, a 100 µM concentrated pRb protein was titrated using
25 titration points, each point being 10µl in volume into a sample cell containing 10
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µM of PyLTNTm2. Results were processed using the software Origin and curves
were fitted using over 100 iterations with a one set of sites simulation. The first point
of the titration was removed as were some values along the final points of titration for
better curve fitting. As a heat reference pRb protein was titrated into buffer and the
heat reference was subtracted from the binding experiments.
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2.6. NMR Instrumentation

Spectra were recorded using the following spectrometers: a Varian INOVA 600MHz
with a HCN 5mm z-PFG (2001) probe, a Varian INOVA 900MHz with an HCN 5mm
z-PFG cryogenically cooled probe, a Varian INOVA 800MHz with HCN 5mm
cryogenically cooled z-PFG probe, and a Bruker DRX AVANCE 500MHz with HCN
5mm cryogenically cooled z-PFG probe. For the 13C observed experiments that were
recorded at the CERM magnetic resonance centre, a Bruker 700MHz with a TXO
cryogenically cooled probe optimised for

13

C direct detection was used. All

experiments were carried out at 25oC, using standard pulse sequences from the
Biopack (Varian, Inc.) or Bruker pulse sequence libraries. Internal referencing of
chemical shifts was achieved using 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid (DSS)
for the absolute value of protons, and nitrogen and carbon were referenced indirectly
using conversion factors derived from ratios of NMR frequencies (Wishart et al.,
1995).
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2.7. Data Analysis

NMR spectra were initially processed using either the NMRLab (Günther et al., 2000)
or NMRpipe (Delaglio et al., 1995) software. Processing involved phase correction,
addition of solvent filter and linear prediction. Manual and semi-automatic
assignment of resonances was carried out using the CcpNmr Analysis (Vranken et
al., 2005) software. The

1H

, 13C and 15N chemical shifts of PyLTNT were deposited in

the BioMagResBank (http:\\www.bmrb.wisc.edu) under accession number 16044
(Knoblich et al., 2009).
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2.8. NMR Experiments

For protein analysis by NMR a variety of experiments were conducted to obtain
assignment of NMR signals. Some experiments were designed to work better in
unfolded parts of the protein (e.g. HNN described in section 2.8.6.), others worked
better on the folded part, the J domain. Experiments were optimised using one- and
two-dimensional slices and projections. In the following sections NMR experiments
used in this thesis will be summarised, with appropriate representative spectra given
where necessary to further understand correlations of nuclei. Experimental
parameters for protein dynamics are described in individual section. All other
experimental parameters can be found in the appendix (Table 2).
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2.8.1. 1D

One-dimensional proton experiments can provide limited information on the nature of
folding or the aggregation state of a protein (Rehm et al., 2002). They were used
mainly for initial tests in the optimisation of the purification protocol, whereas multidimensional experiments are required for resonance assignments and structure
determination by NMR. One-dimensional experiments usually consist of a simple
90o pulse followed by signal acquisition. For efficient water signal suppression a
number of additions to the pulse sequence can be used. The commonly used
presaturation pulse sequence (Hoult, 1976) added at the beginning of a pulse
sequence, provides reasonably good water signal suppression. This particular pulse
sequence was used primarily to calibrate basic setup. Alternatively excitation
sculpting was employed where the water resonance is selectively excited (Hwang
and Shaka, 1995).
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2.8.2. HSQC

Heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra are primarily used for
secondary structure assessment and for the optimisation of solvent conditions once
labelled proteins are available. HSQC spectra can also be used in titration
experiments with a secondary ligand to obtain information about binding sites and
kinetics.
This pulse sequence is two-dimensional with the first dimension for the proton
frequencies while its second dimension, for proteins, gives nitrogen or carbon
frequencies. The cross-peaks observed in a 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of a protein
represent the amide signals of each individual amino acid residue with the exception
of prolines that do not have a proton attached to the amine. The dispersion of
backbone amide signals allows an estimation of the number of resonances visible in
the spectrum and therefore potential assignability. An example of the HSQC of
PyLTNT is depicted in section 3.4.1.
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2.8.3. NOESY-HSQC/TOCSY-HSQC

Three-dimensional NOESY experiments were used to identify the number of
homonuclear 1H-1H NOEs signals for the protein sample. The NOESY experiment
provides useful structural information in the form of

1

H-1H distances thereby

confirming the presence of a secondary structure. A shared mutual dipolar
longitudinal relaxation is what causes cross-peaks in NOESY spectra. This dipolar
coupling represents a direct, magnetic through-space interaction.
Since their discovery, NOESY experiments were used for structure determination
based on the inter- and intra-residue proton-proton distances. The NOESY
experiment allows the assignment of homonuclear 1H-1H NOEs “through-space”. It
yields correlations between the amide protons and other protons located within 4-5
Å.
The amide proton chemical shifts are commonly detected in the direct dimension of
the HSQC experiment, while the amide nitrogen chemical shifts and the chemical
shifts of the hydrogens nearby in space are detected in the two indirect dimensions.
Secondary structure information is readily available from this experiment as, for
instance, α-helices have NOE cross-peaks between consecutive amide protons. This
aids sequential assignment, mainly by NH-CHα to the preceding amino acid.
Additionally, structure restraints can be obtained for structure calculations. Longer
range cross-peaks are seen for sequential amino acid residues in α-helices and
across β-sheets. Long-range cross peaks across the protein are observed for
proteins with tertiary structure.
For PyLTNT the three-dimensional NOESY experiment provided little structural
information but helped to validate the unfolded nature of the protein as few NOESY
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signals were observed confirming the lack of structure as already suggested by
limited dispersion in HN frequencies.
The three-dimensional TOCSY experiment is a “through-bond” experiment, and was
used to obtain Hα chemical shifts, which are valuable for the chemical shift index
prediction (section 3.4.1.), which in turn is used to predict secondary structure. This
experiment provides similar results to a three-dimensional NOESY but only gives
intra-residue information. The three-dimensional TOCSY experiment uses an
isotropic mixing scheme to transfer magnetisation between scalar coupled proton
spins within amino acid residues followed by a heteronuclear INEPT transfer
employing the H-N amide J coupling to link the resonances to the backbone HN
shifts.
The experiments described so far can be performed using 15N labelled samples. For
small proteins the combination of the NOESY-HSQC and the TOCSY-HSQC
experiments is often sufficient for complete assignments. However, for larger
proteins, it is necessary to use both 13C and 15N labelling. Experiments that make use
of doubly labelled protein samples are called triple resonance experiments, as
opposed to the double resonance experiments that were described thus far. The
experiments in the following sections are based on doubly labelled samples and are
triple resonance experiments.
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2.8.4. HNCO

The HNCO is a commonly used three-dimensional experiment that correlates
backbone connectivities between the H-N pair of one residue (i) with the carbonyl
(C') resonance of the preceding residue (i-1) (Figure 9). This provides a good
indication of the number of expected resonances for the assignment process and
also gives crucial sequential backbone connectivities. The experiment was initially
described by Kay et al. (Kay et al., 1990). It is used primarily because it is the most
sensitive of the heteronuclear three-dimensional experiments and provided useful
data for the sequential assignment of PyLTNT.

H
N C C N
C

C C

C

C
C

N

C C
C

Figure 9. HNCO observable signals
The HNCO correlates the amide NH of the i residue with the C' of the i-1 residue. In
green is the proton dimension in blue is the nitrogen dimension and in red is the
carbon dimension of the spectrum.
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2.8.5. HNCA/HN(CO)CA

The HNCA experiment was described together with the HN(CO)CA experiment by
Bax & Ikura (Bax and Ikura, 1991). These two experiments complement each other
and are commonly used to obtain sequential assignments. HNCA in particular, is a
highly sensitive experiment giving information about the Cα in the i and i-1 position
whereas HN(CO)CA gives information on the individual spin system at the i-1
position of the Cα (Figure 10). Both experiments are limited for usage with NUPs,
mainly originating from a) spectral overlap and b) unfortunately fast Cα relaxation in
folded/unfolded regions.
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Figure 10. HNCA and HNCOCA observable signals
A) HNCA and B) HNCOCA signals observable in the spectra. Green is for the proton
signal in the first dimension while blue is for the nitrogen signal in the second
dimension and red is for the carbon signal/s observed in the third dimension.
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2.8.6. HNN/HN(C)N

For unfolded proteins it is important to use pulse sequences that give good
dispersion for assignment. The HNN and HN(C)N experiments described by Panchal
et al. take advantage of the good chemical shift dispersion of the

15

N dimension

(Panchal et al., 2001).
The HNN sequence is a three-dimensional experiment that correlates the proton
dimension with the nitrogen dimensions of i, i-1 and the succeeding (i+1) residues.
Connections are then established through the backbone amides creating amino acid
sequence dependent patterns due to the different signs of the self- and cross-peaks.
These patterns can be tabulated as published by Panchal et al. (appendix; Figure
50) to include different cases of triplet amino acid sequences (Panchal et al., 2001).
Special cases include the glycine residue, that does not have a Cβ and therefore has
a different evolution of magnetisation components, and the proline residue that does
not have an exchangeable proton. Proline residues deprive the triplet spectrum from
one resonance while glycine signals appear negative on the spectrum when in the i
position.
While other traditional backbone assignment experiments would be interrupted in
their sequential assignment whenever a proline is encountered, these experiments
can use the prolines as a reference point to provide a start. They can also use the
glycines as a reference for triplet identification as can be seen in Figure 11.
Modified HNN pulse sequences that use alanines and serines-threonines as
checkpoints for easier assignment have been proposed (Chatterjee et al., 2006;
Chugh et al., 2008). These pulse sequences use the distinct Cα of alanines to create
different patterns of peaks in the same way as the Cα for glycines, only this time by
using selective decoupling. This can be useful when there are no glycines in long
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stretches in the sequence. The same applies for the Cβ chemical shifts of serine and
threonine which are considerably downfield compared to all other amino acids.
These pulse sequences are less sensitive than the common HNCA and HNCO
experiments, but provide valuable information for unfolded proteins. Finally, the
HN(C)N pulse sequence is selective for i and i-1 amide residues, and can thereby
provide, together with the HNN sequence an understanding of whether correlating
amides belong to the i-1 or i+1 residue.
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Figure 11. HNN/HN(C)N sequential assignment of PyLTNT
The sequential assignment was possible by superimposition of the two experiments.
Colours for the HNN experiment are coloured pink for positive and green for negative
signals whereas for the HNCN experiment purple is used for positive and yellow is
for negative signals. The three residues shown here are connected via the crosspeaks of their amide nitrogen.
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2.8.7. CBCA(CO)NH/HNCACB

The CBCA(CO)NH experiment was first described by Grzesiek and Bax in 1992
(Grzesiek et al., 1992). The CBCA(CO)NH pulse sequences correlates the Cα and Cβ
of the preceding residue with the amide H-N region. The CBCA(CO)NH experiment
is perfectly supplemented by the HNCACB experiment (Wittekind, 1992) that
correlates the H-N amide resonances with those of the i and i-1 residue Cα and Cβ.
The HNCACB experiment is in some cases more sensitive than the analogous
CBCANH experiment (Grzesiek et al., 1992), and preferable when proteins with
short T2 relaxation times are examined. For the unfolded part of the PyLTNT protein
these pulse sequences gave superior results.
The advantage of these experiments is their sensitivity and the fact that they allow
for partial side chain information. Which aids spin system identification and also
allows better separation of resonances in crowded regions in the process of
sequential assignments (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. CBCACONH and HNCACB superimposed for sequential assignment
of amino acid residues of PyLTNT
Purple coloured resonances belong to the CBCACONH spectrum and indicate the
i-1 position of Cα and Cβ. Yellow and orange coloured resonances indicate the i and
i-1 positions of Cα and Cβ in the HNCACB spectrum. For clarity resonances of each
spin system have been circled in red.
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2.8.8. CON/(H)CBCACON/(H)CBCANCO

These protonless experiments avoid to record protons in the direct or indirect
dimension and instead use

13

C for direct detection. Protonless experiments have

several advantages over proton based experiments because, i) they allow for
sequential assignments even in proline and glycine rich sequences, ii) they are less
sensitive to exchange owing to the lower frequency dispersion of
1

13

C compared to

H, and iii) they can be particularly useful for NUPs and provide better carbonyl

chemical shift dispersion. All these advantages were key for the assignment of the
PyLTNT protein, as it has a proline and glycine rich amino acid sequence.
The experiments used in this thesis were described in a recent publication (Bermel
et al., 2009) and achieve a considerable advantage in sensitivity over previous
protonless experiments, by using the proton polarisation as a starting point in the
magnetisation transfer (Bermel et al., 2009), thereby reducing the experimental time.
Such experiments also require a specific cryogenically cooled 13C observe probe with
enhanced sensitivity.
While an HSQC experiment is commonly used to evaluate the sample quality and
can usually visualise most resonances, it is particularly inefficient in highly mobile
and solvent accessible residues as well as in NUPs (Bermel et al., 2006), because
the chemical shift dispersion in the proton dimension in NUPs is small. The twodimensional CON experiment records only the N dimension of the i residue with the
correlating C' of the i-1 residue. This allows proline residues to be visualised, and
provides better signal dispersion making it ideal for NUPs (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. CON spectrum of PyLTNT
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Resonances labelled according to amino acid position and type. The correlation of
this spectrum provides the nitrogen resonance of residue i and the connecting C'
resonance in position i-1. With kind permission from Springer Science+Business
Media: (Knoblich et al., 2009)

The two heteronuclear 3D experiments (H)CBCACON and (H)CBCANCO benefit
from sensitivity enhancement because they start from a proton polarisation.
(H)CBCACON has three dimensions for 13C', 13C and 15N and so does (H)CBCANCO,
but the latter allows only for sequential linkage of the spin systems identified with the
first experiment by encoding information of the CαiNi+1, C'i, Cαi+1Ni+1, C'i and the Cβi, Cβi
+1

chemical shifts (Figure 14). The experiments are all in-phase anti-phase (IPAP)

encoded to suppress the 55Hz C' line splitting arising from the Cα - C' scalar coupling
(Bermel et al., 2005). All of these experiments together provide a method for a
complete backbone assignment.
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Figure 14. (H)CBCACON and (H)CBCANCO observable signals
A) (H)CBCACON and B) (H)CBCANCO observable signals in the spectra. Red is for
the Cα and Cβ observable signals in the first dimension while blue and pink are for the
nitrogen and carbonyl signals in the other two dimensions respectively.

For the protonless experiments the samples were freeze-dried and then
resuspended in 300µl of H2O with 10% D2O to increase concentration. The reduced
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sample depth was then compensated by the use of a Shigemi tube, that has
susceptibility matched glass beneath the level of the sample and above it to optimise
the filling factor of the NMR coil.
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2.8.9. Dynamics

Relaxation parameters related to residue specific dynamics have provided a wealth
of information on localised structure formation. Relaxation parameters can detect
dynamics of different time scales. NMR relaxation has been used as a powerful
method to study and observe reduced conformational mobility due to binding another
protein.
In proteins, relaxation rates, both longitudinal and transverse (R1 and R2) of
backbone nitrogen nuclei and

1

H-15N steady-state heteronuclear NOEs, give

information about backbone dynamics and rotational tumbling of the molecule. The
hetNOE experiment is primarily sensitive towards high frequency motions (ns-ps)
(Claridge, 1999). However, transverse relaxation is also sensitive towards slow time
scale motions (µs-ms), and conformational exchange.
Negative values observed in a hetNOE spectrum are indicative of large motional
displacement on a sub-nanosecond time scale, which is likely in unfolded parts of
proteins (Chatterjee et al., 2005). In accordance, conformational exchange
contributions can be indicated by high R2 values (Chatterjee et al., 2005). Mapping of
reduced motions in the protein-protein interface can be achieved this way by
comparing the bound and unbound relaxation rates. The difference of these rates
should provide information on the interacting regions since slow exchange residues
are affected the most.
The usefulness of the hetNOE is apparent but the drawback of this pulse sequence
is that it starts by using the nitrogen magnetisation instead of the ten-fold stronger
proton magnetisation which makes it more insensitive for detection than the other
relaxation experiments that use protons as a starting point (Renner et al., 2002).
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For PyLTNT hetNOE consisted of 5 seconds of saturation which was equal to the
delay time used. The number of scans was 8 and with 1024x128 complex data
points in t1 and t2 respectively. Two spectra were recorded. One with 5 seconds of
saturation between scans and the other with five seconds of delay between them.
The ratio of resonance intensity of the saturated state to the non saturated state
were calculated. Errors were estimated by evaluating the standard deviation of the
NOE, σNOE:

σNOE/NOE = ((σIsat/Isat)2 + (σIunsat/Iunsat)2)1/2

where σIsat and σIunsat are the standard deviations of the noise in the spectra.
R2 relaxation informs on on residual structure of a protein. When proteins bind to
each other it can lead to formation of secondary structure elements, and thereby
tumbling rates which are slower on different time scales. This is sensed by the
change in the R2 relaxation rate. Therefore relaxation rates of PyLTNT were
measured both in its free state and when bound to pRb.
15

N T2 relaxation experiments of PyLTNT were acquired with the following ms

relaxation delay times: 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 150, 190, 210 and 250 with 3 repeat
points for error estimation. Each relaxation experiment was recorded with 8 scans
with 1024x128 complex data points in t1 and t2 respectively. R2 relaxation rate values
were fitted to the equation:

I = Ioexp(-t/T2)
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where T2 is the relaxation time, I is the resonance intensity at relaxation delay time t
and Io is the starting intensity. Curve fitting was then done using in-house scripts and
resulting values were plotted.
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2.9. SAXS

Small angle X-ray spectroscopy (SAXS) is a powerful method that can be used to
elucidate protein dimensions. It can reveal information on the state of the protein at
low resolution between 50 and 10 Å but unlike NMR and electron microscopy it is not
restricted to size (Putnam et al., 2007). In combination with other techniques it has
been used to model structures of macromolecules where other methods have failed.
The scattering pattern recorded by SAXS is indicative of the conformation and its
size of the protein, so that the shape of the protein can be determined ab-initio.
SAXS measures the intensity and the scattered X-rays after irradiation with X-rays.
Scattering profiles must be obtained for the buffer to be subtracted from those of the
protein (Tsutakawa et al., 2007). Unlike X-ray crystallography, SAXS is used for
proteins in solution where the signals of all orientations of the sample are averaged
giving an isotropic scattering. Although SAXS yields lower resolution structures they
represent the native state unlike crystallography that might fix the structural
conformation in a non-native form (Putnam et al., 2007).
Small angle X-ray scattering was recorded at the EMBL facility in Hamburg using the
DORIS beam line. Samples were of varying concentrations between 1-7mg/ml and
each sample was recorded with four exposures at three different concentrations with
each exposure time being 30s. All samples were dialysed over night in the same
phosphate buffer used for NMR preparation (see above).
SAXS data were processed using the ATSAS 2.2 software, provided by the biological
small angle scattering group at EMBL Hamburg. More specifically, data were initially
analysed with the software PRIMUS to perform averaging, merging and curve fitting.
Secondly, the files generated from PRIMUS were imported into the software GNOM
for regularisation and then models were generated using the software DAMMIF.
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GNOM output was also exported to Excel to obtain plots of scaterring intensity, P(R)
function, Kratky, and Guinier. The models generated with DAMMIF were averaged
using the software DAMAVER. This averaging may not always be desirable as it can
generate more globular models but has the advantage to allow for better fitting of
existing structures as will be shown in section 3.5.
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CHAPTER III - Results
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3.1. Structure Prediction

Secondary structure prediction is a basic step in understanding notable
characteristics about proteins. Bioinformatics aids biophysical analysis by predicting
basic properties of proteins, thus guiding further analysis. For this thesis secondary
structure prediction was used to assess the protein structure before and after a more
thorough investigation. Bioinformatics software predicted the structured and
unstructured regions of the PyLTNT protein from its amino acid sequence. NMR
provided similar results to the calculated prediction. Further on, structure prediction
helped to resolve discrepancies about PyLTNT and its ordered regions.
A variety of secondary structure prediction software were used. The reliability of the
predictions was later judged upon comparison with NMR results. The specific
software packages were PSIPRED (Bryson et al., 2005), PONDR (Iakoucheva et al.,
2002), Globplot (Linding et al., 2003), FoldIndex (Prilusky et al., 2005), jPred (Cuff et
al., 1998) and PreLink (Coeytaux and Poupon, 2005). With the exception of
PSIPRED, that is used for predicting ordered secondary structure, these software
are based on different algorithms to identify disordered regions in a protein
sequence. PSIPRED was used initially to predict a global secondary structure of
PyLTNT, and upon predicting very few structured elements, the other algorithms
were compared to confirm the disordered regions. FoldIndex (Figure 15) and
Globplot (Figure 16) gave the most consistent results for the PyLTNT protein when
compared to the NMR data.
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Figure 15. FoldIndex prediction of disordered regions
The y-axis shows the unfoldability. The C-terminal region after the J-domain is
predicted to be completely unfolded. Minor structural elements might exist around
residue 220 but NMR data did not confirm this.
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Disorder propensity sum

Figure 16. Globplot prediction of disordered regions
The regions predicted here to be unfolded are similar to the FoldIndex result. The
tendency for disorder is large at the C-terminus of the protein. The blue regions
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represent predicted disordered regions based on amino acid composition. The black
line represents the disorder propensity sum which decreases because of the
predicted order in the J domain region, and increases because of the predicted
disorder at the C-terminus.

PyLTNT is proline (11 %) and glycine (12 %) rich and is known to interact with
multiple targets giving it a high propensity towards an unfolded state (ReceveurBréchot et al., 2006). Similarly the E7 protein has been predicted as being unfolded
in its N-terminal region although it contains some functionally important interacting
domains (Uversky et al., 2006). The putative purpose of the unfolded nature of the
protein is its availability of short regions for multiple interactions.
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3.2. Biochemical Methods

The following sections include results of the biochemical investigations carried out
for the PyLTNT and the pRb proteins, in order to optimise buffer conditions for NMR
analysis and to confirm the monomeric form of the protein.
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3.2.1. Expression & Purification

Chromatographic separation of the two constructs of PyLTNT, one with a glutathioneS-transferase (GST) tag, and the other with a histidine tag (Histag), showed a low
yield of the GST version when compared to the Histag version (Figure 17).
Therefore, further experiments were conducted using the Histag protein that led to
higher yields.

Figure 17. PyLTNT chromatograms
Absorbance vs elution volume are plotted in the two chromatograms for the two
constructs. Left chromatogram shows PyLTNT with a HisTag; the right
chromatogram shows PyLTNT with an N-terminal GST. Both proteins were purified
using a Superdex 75 column on an ÄKTA purifier. The monomeric and aggregated
forms of the proteins are labelled on the chromatogram.
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The choice of isotopically labelled media was made after tests of protein expression
with 100ml cultures (Figure 18). Among the screened lysed cultures, the most
suitable media for expression was Spectra 9™ that gave similar yields to LB media.
The optimised purification protocol gave ~20mg of PyLTNT protein suitable for NMR
from 1L of culture. Similar amounts of pRb were obtained from the same volume of
culture. PyLTNTm2 gave similar results while PyLTNTm1 had a very low expression
with a total of only 8mg of protein out of 3L of culture. Only PyLTNT, pRb and
PyLTNTm2 were used for NMR and other experiments, PyLTNTm1 construct
prepared in this thesis were not sufficiently stable.

Figure 18. Comparison of media for expression of PyLTNT
100ml cultures were lysed by sonication and spun down. 20 µl of each of the
supernatant was then used for SDS-PAGE and compared for different protein
expression. The results show that Spectra 9™ medium (S9) on its own is sufficient to
obtain the same level of expression as with the LB medium. The PyLTNT protein is
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boxed in red. Addition of CELTONE™ proved advantageous only at higher
concentrations.
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3.2.2. Thermofluor

ThermoFluor® results showed that PyLTNT has a high thermal stability with highest
melting point at ~62oC (Figure 19) as expected for a partially unfolded protein. This is
similar to the DnaJ domain, although a folded protein, which has previously been
found to have a melting point of 75oC (Szyperski et al., 1994). This suggests that the
extension beyond the J domain does not substantially reduce the thermal stability of
PyLTNT. This high thermal stability allows to perform NMR experiments at higher
temperatures if desired. Precipitation over prolonged times is another problem at
elevated temperatures which is not necessarily related to the thermal stability of the
protein.
Variation of buffer conditions showed little difference, the only exception was that of
higher salt concentrations while the zwitterionic detergent 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS) seemed to destabilise the protein.
The detergent proved to promote cleavage of the PyLTNT protein. The ThermoFluor®
assay showed that a buffer with a high salt concentration (150mM) and no other
additives suffices for PyLTNT to remain stable without precipitating too quickly out of
solution. NMR samples were typically stable over 2-3 weeks. The selection of buffer
as previously mentioned for all subsequent experiments was a 50 mM potassium
phosphate buffer with 150 mM KCl, 2 mM DTT and 2 % NaN3. Protease inhibitors
were always included.
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Figure 19. Thermofluor screening of PyLTNT
A variety of conditions were tested for optimum solubility and thermal stability. The
averaged results showed that best stability could be achieved at pH ~6.0 in
combination with a high salt concentration (150mM) when no additive is present (e.g.
CHAPS). Here the comparison of 4 out of the 96 well conditions is made to show the
change of thermal stability. The inflection point of each curve indicates the value of
interest. The conditions for each curve are described below the graph. NMR
screening tests showed that phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 sufficed for long term
stability.

Thermofluor screening was also performed on the pRb protein, to determine if a
different buffer than the one used for PyLTNT would be beneficial. However as
shown in Figure 20, the best conditions were the same as for PyLTNT. This
simplified conditions for the analysis of the complex, especially for titrations without
the need for dialysis in each step.
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Figure 20. Thermofluor screening of pRb
A variety of conditions were tested for thermal stability. Best conditions were
determined to be phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 and high salt concentration. This was
conveniently also the choice of buffer for PyLTNT. A selection of four conditions that
contributed towards buffer selection is shown here. Each condition is described
underneath the graph.
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3.2.3. CD

At any pH, PyLTNT showed a characteristic spectrum for a disordered protein with a
large minimum around 200nm and a negative shoulder in the 222nm region
indicative of residual ordered secondary structure (Figure 21). These spectra mirror
results found for the E7 protein (Uversky et al., 2006).

Figure 21. CD spectra of PyLTNT measured at different pH values
Different colours represent different pH values. Varying the pH of the buffer did not
alter the secondary structure of the protein. This indicates that the unfolded nature of
the protein is not pH dependent.

The CD spectrum as seen in Figure 22 is typical of NUPs, with a small structural
element, the J domain. A negative ellipticity at 210nm indicates that the protein is
largely unfolded. A small secondary “hump” at ~220nm is indicative of a structural
element and is attributed to the J domain.
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Figure 22. CD spectrum of PyLTNT
This single CD spectrum is characteristic of a partially unfolded protein containing
elements of both a folded and an unfolded protein spectrum as described in the text.
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3.2.4. AUC

The monomeric form of PyTLNT was confirmed by determining the molecular weight
from the resulting AUC. Residual traces of larger molecular weight proteins can be
seen in the spectrum arising from imperfect separation during gel filtration or a small
amount of aggregation (Figure 23).

Figure 23. AUC analysis of PyLTNT
The monomeric form is identifiable at ~28kDa with some smaller residual impurities
at a higher molecular weight.
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3.3. Binding Studies

The characterisation of protein-protein interactions was of major importance in this
thesis. Validation of the protein interaction between PyLTNT and pRb had to be
established before proceeding with time consuming NMR experiments, especially
considering the unfolded nature of the protein. Binding interactions with pRb showed
that the unfolded protein was in its native state, and that it had not been unfolded
during purification. A first assessment of the PyLTNT-pRb interaction was achieved
by FPLC, showing that the two proteins form a complex. The complex binding
efficiency was then further evaluated using ITC, that allowed a more systematic
analysis of the nature of the binding.
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3.3.1. FPLC

The FPLC results here determined that PyLTNT together with the pRb protein
formed a complex upon binding. Each protein was first analysed individually and
then as a complex to show that there was an interaction taking place (Figure 24).
These measurements were repeated at two different pH values (7.0, 8.0) indicating a
pH independent interaction.

Figure 24. Interaction of PyLTNT and pRb using FPLC
The chromatogram of three FPLC analyses are superimposed here. The blue
dashed line represents PyLTNT while the brown dashed line represents pRb, each
protein was analysed individually. The blue solid line indicates two peaks with the
first one being the complex of PyLTNT with pRb and the second being free PyLTNT.
An SDS-PAGE is shown next to the FPLC chromatogram for the individual fractions
collected. The pH value was 7.0.
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3.3.2. ITC

ITC was used to estimate the binding affinity for the PyLTNT-pRb complex formation.
Affinities could not be determined by NMR owing to slow exchange of the two
proteins. As shown by the NMR titrations, the resonances seemed either to broaden
beyond detection or to shift minimally, probably as a consequence of slow exchange.
The small shift observed could also arise from aggregation, but FPLC results
exclude this possibility.
ITC is the method of choice to estimate the binding affinity for the two proteins. Initial
results showed that the affinity of the interaction between PyLTNT and pRb was
reasonably strong with a Kd value of 124nM (±15nM). For a closer scrutiny,
experiments were also performed between PyLTNTm2 and pRb. PyLTNTm2 is
truncated by 58 amino acids compared to PyLTNT and showed a 3-fold reduction in
binding efficiency with a Kd of 333nM (±54nM) compared with PyLTNT (Figure 25).
Unfortunately, the further truncated PyLTNm1 could not, despite repeated attempts,
be prepared in sufficient amounts for ITC analysis.
The results of the ITC must be carefully interpreted for NUPs, as there might be a
contribution of concurrent induced folding resulting in thermal energy of folding and
binding being mixed and giving a complex overall result. However, NMR results did
not show any sign of induced folding.
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Figure 25. ITC results of pRb binding to PyLTNT and variant constructs
(A) pRb titrated to PyLTNT Kd = 124 ± 15nM, ΔH = -9823 ± 144.6, ΔS = -1.36, N =
1.18 ± 0.0120 (B) pRb titrated to PyLTNTm2 Kd = 401nM ± 71nM, ΔH = -7625 ±
204.2, ΔS = 3.69, N = 1.32 ± 0.0230. Each experiment was duplicated to ensure
reproducibility, and each curve fitting was done with over 100 iterations. Heat
referencing of pRb in buffer was also subtracted from the titrations.
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3.4. NMR

NMR was used as a primary research tool to study the PyLTNT protein. The protein
was examined under several conditions to optimise spectra acquisition. Some of the
conditions tested were pH as well as additives to prevent aggregation, to improve S/
N and to ensure the protein remained stable over an extensive period of time.
Additives that were tested included 2mM of the zwitterionic detergent 3-[(3cholamidopropyl)-dimethyl-ammonio]-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS), 2mM of the lipid
1-palmitoyl-2-hydroxy-sn-glycero-3-(phospho-RAC-(1-glycerol)) (LPPG), 2mM of the
detergent octyl-beta-D-glucopyranoside (β-OG), a 50mM arginine/glutamate mixture
(arg/glu) and 100mM trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO).
Initial pH tests showed that samples in a phosphate buffer improved the number of
observed resonances at pH lower that 7.0. A comparison of pH 8.0 and 6.0 shows
that 80% of the resonances are detectable at pH 6.0, with the glycine region having
the most notable effect (Figure 26). That is because the labile protons exchange at a
faster rate with the solvent at high pH causing line broadening. For PyLTNT, at
higher pH, residues that belong to the unfolded region that confers additional
flexibility and thereby faster exchange cannot be seen. This effect is better observed
in glycines of the HSQC that are have distinct chemical shifts.
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Figure 26. HSQC spectra of PyLTNT for different pH values
(A) pH 8.0 and (B) at pH 6.0. Red square highlights the additional glycine residues
observed. NMR parameters are identical for the two spectra.

Additives extended the life time of the protein. Addition of 50mM arg/glu mixture
prevented the protein from precipitation at room temperature over a period of 48h. In
terms of spectral resolution, the arginine/glutamate mixture contributed to resonance
broadening and was therefore deemed unsuitable for further experiments (Figure
27). The 2mM of LPPG, while extending protein life time, rendered some resonances
undetectable (Figure 28). All other additives, failed to extend protein life time and
inhibit precipitation over a longer period of time, and some even promoted
degradation of the PyLTNT protein and were therefore not tested by NMR.
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Figure 27. HSQC spectra of PyLTNT with and without the arg/glut additive
(A) with and (B) without addition of 50mM arg/glut at pH 6.0. The additive broadened
the linewidth of the resonances as can be observed here. NMR parameters are
identical for both spectra.

These results showed that a pH of 7.0 could be used and that no additives where
adequate to be used for NMR to promote protein stability. The pH was chosen as a
compromise of optimal stability. Most of the PyLTNT signals were detectable at pH
7.0. Furthermore, the pRb protein precipitated at pH lower than 7.0. To facilitate
interaction experiments without the need for dialysis, both of the proteins were
purified in the same buffer. Additionally, both proteins are stable at pH 7.0 as shown
by ThermoFluor® assays.
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Figure 28. HSQC spectra of PyLTNT with additive
(A) without and (B) with addition of LPPG. Resonances are missing in spectrum B
and

are attributed to the J domain. NMR parameters for the two spectra are

identical.
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3.4.1. Assignments

Extensive amounts of NMR spectra were acquired for resonance assignment using
both commonly used backbone assignment experiments, and experiments
specifically designed for unfolded proteins. The nature of the protein necessitated
this approach since it has both an unfolded C-terminus and a folded J domain. The
experiments used for this thesis were already described in Chapter 2, where
examples of different spectra were given in addition to their individual correlations
between nuclei. An example of sequential assignment between residues 245 - 255
and residues 220 - 230 will be described to clarify the assignment process, and show
how the various experiments used complemented each other.
The most useful experiments in originally assigning the PyLTNT protein were the
CBCACONH and HNCACB. These experiments were used primarily because of the
unfolded nature of the protein. By including information about the Cα and Cβ of each
residue it allowed us to clarify some of the ambiguous signals. More specifically,
certain residues have characteristic signals of their carbon nuclei at specific ppm. An
example is the Cβ signal of alanines, that appears around 20ppm which is
significantly different than any other Cβ signal of any other residue. Another
characteristic residue was glycine, this residue has no Cβ signal and therefore can
also be easily assigned in the spectrum. Additionally, serine and threonine Cβ signals
appear upfield of Cα signals making them unique and distinguishable from other
residue types.
With these characteristic residues in mind, assignment of the two spectra can begin.
Figure 28 is a preassigned section of the protein spanning from residues 245 to 255.
It shows the superimposed spectra of CBCACONH and HNCACB. Without knowing
the assignments it is immediately apparent that the 5th slice of the spectrum (249A)
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represents an alanine residue because of the Cβ signal on the HNCACB spectrum
that appears around 20 ppm. This can be used as a starting point for the
assignment. It is important to note that often there will be multiple starting points that
will have to be used because of the high number of prolines that exist within such
proteins. With the alanine as a starting point, the connections are of major
importance to sequentially assign the signals. Therefore, from the alanine residue
one has to go through the three-dimensional spectrum to find signals that connect to
the Cβ resonance. The Cβ alanine signal of the i residue will appear as the i-1 signal
in the succeeding residue. In combination with the specific chemical shift of the Cα
that will also appear as a i-1 residue, accurate assignment of signals can be
achieved.
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Figure 29. Sequential assignment of residues 245 to 255 using the
superimposed CBCACONH and HNCACB spectra
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CBCACONH experiment is represented by the purple resonances while the
superimposed HNCACB is represented by the orange and red resonances. Red
circles show the resonances associated with the residue represented on the top of
each section. Dotted lines show how the resonances are interconnect with each
other allowing sequential assignment.

In the specific example, the alanine residue seems to be connected with the signals
of the glutamic acid residue in the i+1 position. An alanine followed by a glutamic
acid can be found 4 times in the protein sequence. To narrow down the possible
residues that that these resonances belong to a further connection is needed. At the
i-1 position of the alanine residue, a phenylalanine can be found. Even if the residue
is not immediately known because of ambiguous resonance assignment, one can
move further to identify the next connection downstream. In this case, if it is
assumed that the phenylalanine residue is unknown, the i-1 residue it is connected
to is a glycine. The glycine is distinct and easily recognisable. This allows us to know
that we are looking now for a GxAE sequential assignment. In the sequence the only
residues that match that description are residues 247 to 250. It is safe now to
assume that the unknown resonances belong to a phenylalanine residue. From there
moving further upstream is similar, with the glutamic acid being connected to a
glycine and the glycine being connected to a serine. The serine is distinguishable by
the upfield Cβ resonance and cannot be confused by the threonine Cβ resonance that
is located even further upfield. Finally the phenylalanine and arginine follow the
serine and are assigned based on the protein sequence as well as based on good
connectivities between the resonances observed. This sequential assignment
finishes with a serine at position 255. On the other end as well, the assignment
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finishes with two serines in a row making it challenging but at the same time distinct
in the assignment process.
Following the spectra mentioned, the sequential assignment in the HNN and HNCN
spectra serves in this case to confirm the assignments of the resonances. As can be
seen in Figure 30, the HNN and HNCN spectra exhibit certain type of triplet
resonances. This makes it easy to distinguish and allocate each resonance in
relation to the i residue and even on occasion the type, specifically if glycines and
prolines are present in the triplet.
The assignment from the previous CBCACONH and HNCACB spectra help identify
some of the resonances in the HNN/HNCN spectra. Furthermore the resonances are
in most occasions well dispersed allowing to distinguish the different residues and
confirm connectivities between them.
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Figure 30. Sequential assignment of residues 245 to 255 using the
superimposed HNN and HNCN spectra
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The HNN spectrum is represented by the pink and green resonances while the
HNCN spectrum is represented by the orange and purple resonances. Each red
circle in each section points to a specific resonance that correlates to the NH
resonance of the i residue. The connectivities are represented by dotted lines.

Starting for instance at the alanine residue at position 249, again like before, the i
resonance is represented by a positive signal. In this case alanine has a positive
pink signal in the HNN spectrum and two negative signals each representing i+1 and
i-1 resonance correlations. To distinguish the preceding and succeeding resonances
the HNCN can be used that only shows the resonances of the i residue as a positive
signal in purple, and the i+1 residue as a negative signal in orange. Immediately the
assignment becomes easier because of the two spectra and the distinction of
positive and negative signals. Added to this is the fact that when prolines are
encountered in the preceding or succeeding position a resonance will be absent.
This will be vital in the assignment process of residues 220 to 230 as will be shown.
Furthermore, glycines are represented by negative signals when they are in the i
position making them uniquely distinct.
The sequential assignment mentioned so far had no prolines present in the
sequence. To demonstrate how assignment of a proline and glycine rich region was
done, following are assignment spectra of residues 220 to 230. Figure 31 is another
CBCACONH and HNCACB sequential assignment, however due to the prolines
present additional information was needed to complete this sectional assignment.
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Figure 31. Sequential assignment of residues 220 to 230 using the
superimposed CBCACONH and HNCACB spectra
CBCACONH experiment is represented by the purple resonances while the
superimposed HNCACB is represented by the orange and red resonances. Red
circles show the resonances associated with the residue represented on the top of
each section. Dotted lines show how the resonances are interconnect with each
other allowing sequential assignment. The missing residues are prolines that cannot
be seen in these experiments.

Furthermore, the CBCACONH and HNCACB resonances were confirmed by HNN
and HNCN experiments. This was especially useful for residues 220 to 222 that
connects two glycines with a threonine.
As seen in Figure 32 the HNN and HNCN experiment reconfirm the assignments in
the CBCACONH and HNCACB experiments. Additionally, the 220 to 222 positioned
residues are connected easily due to the triplet of resonances that allow sequential
assignment. The same residues on the CBCACONH and HNCACB experiments are
only connected via one connectivity due to the repeated glycine residues. This
allows the distinction of the various glycines that are found in the sequence.
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Figure 32. Sequential assignment of residues 220 to 230 using the
superimposed HNN and HNCN spectra
The HNN spectrum is represented by the pink and green resonances while the
HNCN spectrum is represented by the orange and purple resonances. Each red
circle in each section points to a specific resonance that correlates to the NH
resonance of the i residue. The connectivities are represented by dotted lines.
Missing resonances belong to proline residues.

The multitude of prolines found in this sequence makes it hard to sequentially assign
the protein sequence and in addition creates gaps in the assignment. To overcome
this obstacle the protonless experiments CBCACON and CBCANCO were used.
These experiments, as described previously, show the proline resonance making
them extremely valuable in sequences such as the one shown here. In combination
with the HNN and HNCN experiments complete assignment of a glycine and proline
rich region is possible.
In Figure 33 the CBCACON and CBCANCO experiments of the proline residues that
are missing from the assignment process of residues 220 to 230 can be seen. The
sequential assignment of the last three consecutive prolines allows the identification,
in combination with the previously described experiments, of the position of the
residues these resonances belong to.
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Figure 33. Sequential assignment of proline residues between region 220 to
230 using the superimposed CBCACON and CBCANCO spectra
CBCACON experiment is represented by the dark blue resonances while the
superimposed CBCANCO is represented by the orange and light blue resonances.
Red circles show the resonances associated with the residue represented on the top
of each section. Dotted lines show how the resonances are interconnect with each
other allowing sequential assignment. These slices show only the prolines.

The software CcpNmr Analysis was a pivotal tool in the assignment process. It
allowed nuclei assignments to be transferred across the various experiments. Using
these experiments assignment of 76% of the protein backbone was achieved (Figure
34) (Knoblich et al., 2009). The unfolded part of the protein was assigned completely
aided by the strong S/N ratio the resonances exhibit, and supported by similar,
although not identical, published assignments of the isolated J domain (Berjanskii et
al., 2000). Residues 98-131 could not be assigned owing to either missing or
unidentified resonances. Some Cα, Cβ and Hα assignments are also missing for some
of the N and C-terminal assigned residues. The 1H,

13

C and

15

N chemical shifts of

PyLTNT were deposited in the BioMagResBank (http://www.bmrb.wisc. edu) under
accession number 16044. Intermittent missing residues limited the use of the
chemical shift index (CSI) for secondary structure prediction (Wishart et al., 1992),
as well as further dynamic data correlation such as heteronuclear NOEs.
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Figure 34. Assigned HSQC spectrum of PyLTNT
Individual amino acids are labelled. Parameters can be found in the appendix (Table
2).

The CSI secondary structure prediction by Wishart et al. is based on tabulated
values of Hα, Cα, Cβ and CO from existing structures that are used to predict the
structure of a protein based on the Hα, Cα, Cβ and CO of the protein of interest.
Depending of whether the values are smaller, the same or larger than the predicted
tabulated values, they are given values of -1, 0 and 1, respectively. Using these
chemical shift indices patterns can arise. Four or more -1 values not interrupted by 1
are indicative of a helix, three or more values of 1 in a row not interrupted by -1 are
indicative of a β-strand, and all other regions are designated as coil.
CSI (Figure 35) shows that the C-terminus of the protein remains predominantly
unfolded, while the N-terminus has some helical conformation. While all residues
were not available for assignment, the CSI is in agreement with data from the the
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previously described J domain where three helices were described at the same
amino acid sequence position.

Figure 35. CSI of PyLTNT
Previously described helices (Berjanskii et al., 2000) were found from residues 7-16
(Helix I), 27-41 (Helix II) and 49-70 (Helix III). True zero values are shown. Due to
incomplete assignment not all residues could be used for CSI analysis.

Chemical shift mapping of the differences between the isolated J domain and the
PyLTNT protein (Figure 36) also highlights some important conformational changes
in the J domain as part of PyLTNT. Most of these conformational changes occur in
the C-terminal region of the isolated J domain. Significant changes occur mostly on
the C-terminus, as extension of the J domain as part of PyLTNT cause change in
conformation. Some minor chemical shift differences can also be observed between
helix II and III, a region that has the HPD motif that forms a flexible loop and has
been thought to be a functionally conserved feature (Berjanskii et al., 2002).
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Figure 36. Chemical shift differences between PyLTNT and the individual J
domain
The chemical shift differences between the isolated J domain and as part of PyLTNT
are highlighted on the J domain structure. Colours represent the chemical shift
perturbations calculated by Δδtotal=((ΔδH)2+(ΔδN*0.2)2)0.5. With kind permission from
Springer Science+Business Media: (Knoblich et al., 2009)
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3.4.2. Titrations

Titration of pRb into PyLTNT proved laborious as pRb was unable to bind to PyLTNT
when highly concentrated for NMR experiments. This was observed after a series of
titration points showed no chemical shift differences. To circumvent this, a dilute pRb
sample equimolar in concentration to PyLTNT was added to PyLTNT, and then
concentrated back to a volume of 600µl suitable for NMR analysis. Unfortunately,
this procedure did not allow for a stepwise titration, which would have been useful for
dynamic analysis. Instead a single addition of pRb to PyLTNT was used to identify
changes in NMR parameters caused by the interaction.
Chemical shift changes cannot necessarily be used to identify residues involved in
the interface of the protein because only part of the observed chemical shift changes
arise from the direct interactions. Most of these chemical shift perturbations can be
attributed to localised conformational changes. Nevertheless, chemical shift
perturbations are useful for interaction site localisation, especially in a partially
unfolded protein where long range interactions are unlikely. Usually interaction sites
are supported by a consecutive row of amino acids showing chemical shift
perturbations, whereas more isolated chemical shift perturbations are more likely to
be caused by long-range conformational changes.
Unfortunately, a one step titration does not allow for an assessment of binding
kinetics. Nevertheless, a rough estimation of the exchange regime is possible based
on the behaviour of signals after the one step titration. Intermediate exchange was
hard to be observed and was speculated after interaction for resonances had a
significant lower intensity than before the addition of pRb. Additionally, resonances
that completely disappeared after binding were assigned as slow exchange, on the
basis that they a) were also essential for binding e.g. residues of the LxCxE motif or,
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b) form additional clusters around the LxCxE motif. Resonances that shifted upon
binding were assigned as fast exchange. Because of the limited shift experienced by
most of the resonances, only those that formed clusters were attributed as being in
fast exchange.
Results from the PyLTNT-pRb binding show a multitude of chemical shift
perturbations (Figure 37). Examples of residues in fast exchange between the free
and bound forms are 227H, 173V, 180I as well as others not shown in Figure 32.
Examples of slowly exchanging signals are 142L and 141D in Figure 32.
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Figure 37. Enlarged region of superimposed HSQC spectra of PyLTNT before
and after binding of pRb
The blue spectrum represents PyLTNT without pRb and the red spectrum represents
an equimolar mixture of PyLTNT and pRb. Some of the interacting residues are
labelled to show examples of potential fast (180I) and slow (142L) exchange.

In the PyLTNT sequence the interacting amino acids have been highlighted and
categorised according to whether they can be found in the homologous SV40
sequence (Figure 38). Furthermore, the exchange regime of these amino acids has
also be highlighted on the protein sequence (Figure 39).

Figure 38. PyLTNT sequence with interacting amino acids highlighted
Amino acids highlighted in green represent all that have been assigned. Amino acids
highlighted in blue are those that are unique to the polyomavirus sequence, are
interacting with pRb and have been assigned. Amino acids in red are those that are
homologous to the SV40 sequence, are interacting with pRb and have been
assigned. Underlined amino acid residues represent helices as predicted by the
software PSIPRED (Bryson et al., 2005).

Figure 39. PyLTNT sequence with exchange regime highlighted
Each amino acid is highlighted according to the interaction exchange regime with
pRb. Red is for slow, blue is for fast and green is for intermediate exchange. These
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are in respect to HSQC one step titration data. Underlined amino acid residues
represent helices as predicted by the software PSIPRED (Bryson et al., 2005).
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3.4.3. Dynamics

Although full structural analysis was not feasible for the PyLTNT protein, relaxation
studies can indicate the formation of residual structure with reduced mobility caused
by molecular interactions. The C-terminus of the free PyLTNT has no residual
structure as supported by data of the hetNOE (Figure 40), and R2 analysis.
Secondary structure was predicted in the J domain region as was expected after the
CSI analysis.
For residues in the J domain values above the theoretical maximum for NOEs of 1
were observed. This can arise from three different effects: i) HetNOEs of large
molecules are difficult to quantitate because owing to the small difference between
two large numbers, ii) The magnetisation transfer between the saturated water and
the exchangeable amides can be exacerbated at high magnetic fields owing to the
longer relaxation time of the water or, iii) It is a consequence of incomplete proton
saturation that can lead to overestimation of errors (Caffrey et al., 1995).
The steady-state hetNOE values were calculated from the ratio of peak intensity of
the saturated state to the non-saturated state. The saturation time was 5 seconds,
equal to the repetition delay. This allows for complete saturation of the protons and
for optimal relaxation. Therefore, overestimation of errors can not be explained by
incomplete saturation. Nevertheless, these experiments were performed on a
800MHz magnet where the magnetisation transfer between water and the amides
might be exacerbated. In addition, high error values were seen in residues involved
in the J-domain as seen in Figure 40. The signals of those residues were close to the
signal to noise threshold

making it very difficult to get an accurate measurement

that, in turn, lead to high error values.
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Figure 40. 1H-15N steady-state heteronuclear NOE analysis of PyLTNT
The low NOE values indicate lack of residual structure on the C-terminus while the
N-terminus shows high values indicative of secondary structure. The J-domain
shows clusters of secondary structure where the three helices have been predicted.
Error bars are indicated for each value with maximum being 0.32 and minimum
being 0.01.

Firstly, significant chemical exchange contributions were previously observed in the
vicinity of disulphide bridges, for example in denatured lysozyme (Schwalbe et al.,
1997). In this publication Schwalbe et al. noted, that the increased R2 rate might be a
consequence of the intrinsic effect of cross-linking on the conformational exchange
around the disulphide bridges. The PyLTNT contains 2 cysteines and the increased
R2 rates are observed around the cycteine regions at 144C and 172C. However,
recent work on the lysozyme protein has further revealed, that a single point
mutation of the protein can diminish the R2 values, although there is no direct effect
on the disulfide bonding of the lysozyme cysteines (Klein-Seetharaman et al., 2009).
These results indicated that there was a long-range tertiary interaction in lysozyme
that had to be taken into account.
Additionally R2 of PyLTNT was measured when the protein was in its free state and
when bound to pRb (Figure 41). Upon binding residues involved in the interaction
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become restricted in motion, leading to slower milli to microsecond and nano to
picosecond timescale motions which are detected by the R2 relaxation parameter.
For the localised folding effects in PyLTNT it is very likely that the slower motion
contribution is more pronounced than that at ps-ns time scale, although effects on a
faster time scale cannot be excluded. Unfortunately, samples were not sufficiently
stable to record both R2 relaxation-dispersion spectra on the same sample. The ratio
of pRb to PyLTNT was 1:10 so that the pRb protein is in sufficiently low
concentration to allow rate measurements. The difference between those rates
provides valuable information of which residues are involved in the binding (Figure
42).

Figure 41. R2 relaxation analysis of PyLTNT
(A) free PyLTNT and (B) bound to pRb. The comparison shows that there is no
residual structure on the C-terminus prior to binding. Formation of residual structure
can be seen upon binding in assigned residues on the unfolded part of the protein.
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Figure 42. R2 difference of the two states of PyLTNT
The binding of pRb allows for some residual structure to be formed around the
LxCxE binding motif and the J domain. The LxCxE motif residues (141-145) as well
other surrounding residues are in fast exchange as indicated by the the short T2
(therefore large R2 since R2=1/T2).

Secondly, when pRb interacts with PyLTNT, a different pattern appears in the
unfolded region of the protein. Residues of the LxCxE motif that were found to be in
slow exchange were expected to interact with the pRb protein. More importantly,
there are interactions downstream of the LxCxE region. Residues 158 to 160 and
172 to 175 have a higher relaxation rate difference when bound to pRb. Specifically,
the difference in relaxation rate between the free and bound protein is greatest in
residues: 142L at 32.2 s-1, 143F at 28.7 s-1, 158T at 32.2 s-1, 159D at 21.2 s-1, 160T at
24.9 s-1, 172C at 27.1 s-1, 173V at 25.5 s-1, 175E at 17.7s-1 and 254S at 34.6 s-1.
These results strongly support residual structure formation upon pRb binding in
previously unexpected regions. Residue 254 that also exhibits a high relaxation rate
can be an indirect consequence of long range interaction, as the C-terminal tail
seems to fold back towards itself as observed in SAXS models. In Figure 43
representative T2 fitting is shown for 2 residues that have different relaxation rates
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after binding. The fitting while not optimal due to the crowding of resonances can
serve to indicate the difference between the bound and unbound state. The
relaxation of those resonances is fast and therefore fitting becomes difficult in the
long relaxation delay times leading to resonances that have low signal or are non
observable.
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PyLTNT. 141, R2 = 10.2673.
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Figure 43. Curve fitting of residue 141 before and after complex formation with
pRb for different relaxation delay values and an example of fast relaxation
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The curve fitting can be seen by the red line. The three repeat points are seen by the
additional three points in same values. A. Residue 141 relaxation rate before
addition of pRb B. Residue 141 after addition of pRb exhibits only minimal reduction
in its relaxation rate C. Example of fast relaxation in residue 254. Later points in the
fast relaxing residue are inaccurate as due to relaxation the signal completely
disappears.

Long relaxation delays led to resonances being too close to the signal to noise limit
or even disappearing. Latter points in the curve fitting, for residues at fast relaxation
rates were not considered accurate. For residues that had a slower relaxation rate as
in residue 141 the fitting was more accurate even at longer relaxation delay times.
Nevertheless, for fast relaxing residues as for residue 254 curve fitting was indicative
of the relaxation process taking place. Relaxation rates calculated reflected the
elevated rates that were expected.
Finally on the J domain region there appears to be some difference observed in
relaxation rates, in support of initial analysis showing that the J domain needs to be
present for effective pRb binding with the PyLTNT protein, as mentioned earlier in
section 1.4. This difference is mainly observed for residues 46 and 47 and seems to
be in a region that has been shown to have large R2 values after complex formation
with the Hsc70 protein (Berjanskii et al., 2002).
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3.5. SAXS

Previous studies have shown that comparison of the crystal structures with the
generated ab-initio models from SAXS are very accurate (Tsutakawa et al., 2007).
Here SAXS was used to further analyse the unfolded nature of PyLTNT and to
provide additional information on the protein complex. Models were fitted manually
using existing pdb structures with the aid of the program PyMol.
Data manipulation for the final representation of the structures that are given here
underwent through a series of evaluations. A number of parameters were examined
including radius of gyration (Rg), scattering intensity at zero angle or I(0), the pairdistance distribution function or P(R), the scattering intensity or I(q), and the
momentum transfer (q). These parameters can be plotted with each other to give
information on the molecular weight, molecular size, compactness, aggregation
state, globularity, molecular shape and tertiary fold.
Initial information about the protein can be obtained by the data via the scattering
plot that is derived by plotting log I(q) versus q. The scattering plot contains all the
structural information for calculation of the structure.
The P(R) function depicts the paired-set of all distances between points within an
object. This function can be used in SAXS to describe the paired-set of distances,
within any given macromolecular structure, between all of the electrons allowing the
detection of conformational changes. This implies that even small changes within the
macromolecule can result in detectable changes in a P(R) distribution. Plotting P(R)
versus R where R is the distance, can give information on the globularity of the
protein.
The Rg and I(0) are pivotal structural parameters. I(0) gives the molecular weight in
kDa, while Rg is a measure of a size or a molecular compactness. These two
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parameters are obtained from a Guinier plot, ln I(q) versus q2. However the Guinier
plot utilises data from low scattering angles making it more sensitive towards small
amounts of aggregation (Kataoka and Goto, 1996). The P(R) function is a better
alternative for obtaining the Rg and I(0) values as it uses all data collected.
Additional information can be obtained from the Kratky plot that reports on the
molecular shape of the protein. The shape of the plot can be obtained by plotting I(q)
*q2 versus q. NUPs appear in the diagrammatic representation of the scattering data
(Kratky plots), as being disordered by the characteristic absence of a bell-shaped
curve. Because these proteins have a low intermolecular packing density, only
residual structure can be detected. This is observed in the Kratky plot as a “bump”
where the bell-shape would be observed for folded proteins, which is followed by a
plateau. In the case of PyLTNT the Kratky plot is characteristic of a partially folded
protein as described in Putnam et al. (Putnam et al., 2007).
For each protein the scatering intensity, P(R) function, Kratky, and Guinier plots are
given below in Figures 44-46. (Kataoka and Goto, 1996)
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Figure 44. SAXS data plots for PyLTNT
(A) Scattering curve of the PyLTNT data given by logarithm of scattering intensity I(q)
versus the momentum transfer q. Unit for q is in nm-1. (B) Kratky plot of the PyLTNT
protein given by I(q)*q2 versus q. The partially unfolded nature of the protein is
reflected in the increasing values in the larger q range. (C) Guinier plot of PyLTNT
given by the natural logarithm I(q) versus q2. Rg =3.62 ± 0.026, I(0)= 33.09 ± 0.1970.
Slight overestimation of values was due to slight aggregation. However, Guinier plot
values are more sensitive towards slight aggregation as they use data from low
scattering angles. Values were estimated by the slope of the Guinier fitting (red line).
(D) Pair-distance distribution function given by plotting of P(R) versus R given in nm.
While the single peak is an indication of a globular protein the fact that the tail at a
large r range is long indicates a elongated molecule. This can be a result of the
globular J domain while the remaining protein is unfolded and therefore elongated.
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Figure 45. SAXS data plots for pRb
(A) Scattering curve of the pRb data given by logarithm of scattering intensity I(q)
versus the momentum transfer q. Unit for q is in nm-1. (B) Kratky plot of the pRb
protein given by I(q)*q2 versus q. The plot is indicative of a folded protein. (C) Guinier
plot of pRb given by ln I(q) versus q2. Rg = 3.01 ± 0.013, I(0)=51.16 ± 0.2258. Slight
overestimation of values was due to slight aggregation. Values were estimated by
the slope of the Guinier fitting (red line). (D) Pair-distance distribution function given
by plotting of P(R) versus R given in nm. The single peak is an indication of a
globular protein.
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Figure 46. SAXS data plots for PyLTNT complex with pRb
(A) Scattering curve of the PyLTNT/pRb data given by log of scattering intensity I(q)
versus q. Unit for q is in nm-1. (B) Kratky plot of the PyLTNT/pRb protein given by I(q)
*q2 versus q. The partially unfolded nature indicated by the plot possibly arises from
the complex of the folded pRb and largely unfolded PyLTNT/pRb. (C) Guinier plot of
PyLTNT/pRb given by ln I(q) versus q2. Rg =4.40 ± 0.027, I(0)=138.9 ± 0.6416.
Overestimation of values was due to sample aggregation.Values were estimated by
the slope of the Guinier fitting (red line). (D) Pair-distance distribution function given
by plotting of P(R) versus R given in nm. The single peak is an indication of a
globular protein attributed most likely to the pRb protein. However, the tail of the plot
at larger R values is an indication of an elongated structure that most probably arises
from the attached PyLTNT protein.

PyLTNT on its own was represented by an elongated model (Figure 47), the same
approach was taken for the truncated PyLTNTm2. The J domain was fitted to the
model from its existing NMR structure (pdb:1FAF). Additionally, pRb was represented
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by a more globular structure that fitted well with the existing pRb structure (pdb:
1GH6) ignoring the HisTag in the protein Figure 48.
As seen in Figure 38 the J domain structure superimposed surprisingly well with the
SAXS generated model of PyLTNT, especially considering that the protein is flexible.
The SAXS models of PyLTNT/PyLTNTm2 with pRb were difficult to fit manually with
the models of the J domain and pRb, owing to lack of connectivity between the two
structures and lack of any reference point (Figure 49). The pictures seen here
represent best manual fits of the structures into the SAXS models. Fortunately, the
superimposition was facilitated by the difference in size of the molecular structures.
Additionally, while values of the Guinier plots were slightly overestimated, predicted
models obtained by SAXS data fitted well with existing X-ray and NMR structures.
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Figure 47. SAXS model of PyLTNT superimposed with the NMR J domain
structure.
While the J domain is an N-terminal protein it was difficult to manually fit the
structure without knowing at which end the N-terminus is located. Fortunately the J
domain structure and the unfolded nature of the rest of the protein gave valuable
hints regarding its position in the model. Another noticeable feature, is that the model
is more compact than expected for a completely unfolded protein. This might be
another indication of residual structure.
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Figure 48. SAXS model of pRb
Superimposition of the pRb pdb structure with the SAXS generated model shows a
good fit. The HisTag is expected to be in the unfilled area of the model.
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Figure 49. SAXS model of PyLTNT in complex with pRb
Structures of the J domain and pRb are superimposed and manually fitted.

Superimposition of existing pdb models with SAXS ab-initio structure reconstruction
was able to resolve where the missing structural elements might be located.
Alignment of the SAXS data with models generated from model prediction software
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could potentially make for a better representation. Unfortunately this was beyond the
scope of this thesis.
The 3D reconstruction of these maps with the corresponding molecular structures
show a picture of the two molecules attached side by side like a sliding mechanism.
As well, a more compact structure is seen for PyLTNT both in its free state and in the
complex suggesting a greater tendency for structure than previously expected. The
tail seems to attach to pRb and then twist towards itself.
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CHAPTER IV – Discussion
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4.1. Binding of pRb with PyLTNT

The relevance of the pRb/LT interaction for cell cycle control is well established and
relevant interactions derived from biochemical investigations were previously
reviewed by DeCaprio (DeCaprio, 2009). However, there has been a lack of
structural data, and the current understanding of the role of large unstructured
sequences in viral oncoproteins is limited. In this thesis ITC, NMR and SAXS
analysis have been used to identify determinants of the PyLTNT-pRb interaction and
to probe for localised structure formation triggered by the interaction.
Previous work with LxCxE peptides bound to pRb showed a 110 nM dissociation
constant, and competition experiments show a 20-fold reduction in affinity compared
with the full length E7 protein (Lee et al., 1998). The affinity of PyLTNT determined
by ITC, was similar to that previously reported for the LxCxE peptide, but a smaller
construct (PyLTNTm2) showed a 3-fold reduction in binding. The PyLTNT protein
has a low binding affinity compared to the full length E7 protein, although they
perform the same function by inhibiting pRb. However, the two proteins have a weak
sequence homology and have limited conserved regions (Lee and Cho, 2002).
One explanation could be that only the LxCxE motif contributes to affinity. However,
this assumption is contradicted by NMR results, that clearly show substantial
changes in R2 relaxation rates in a region around the LxCxE motif with an additional
isolated but strong effect in the C-terminus of the protein.
The difference may also be linked to the balance between entropy and enthalpy
owing to the interactions, the formation of secondary structure and furthermore, the
formation of limited tertiary structure considering the compactness of the complex as
determined by SAXS.
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Taking all results into account a picture emerges where the PyLTNT and pRb
interaction requires several clusters of residues in the protein to be present. The
LxCxE motif and the J domain were previously reported to be contributing to the
interaction. The NMR data presented in this thesis support the role of the LxCxE
motif for pRb interaction, but not a strong contribution of the J domain as previously
suggested (DeCaprio, 1999). However, transactivation of promoters is J domain
independent, as previous modifications of the downstream functions linked to the
phosphorylation state of pRb and p130 suggest (Sheng et al., 2000). This does not
exclude the possibility of the J domain acting as a molecular chaperone, and
recruiting Hsc70 for efficient binding of pRb. Only a few residues of the J domain are
affected by binding and its residues exhibit only intermediate exchange indicative of
a low affinity interaction.
SAXS confirmed the domain structure in the overall model of the protein complex.
From this model the proteins seem to bind where expected at the B domain of pRb
and the LxCxE motif of PyLTNT. What is also noticeable is that the PyLTNT unfolded
part, downstream of the LxCxE motif, is folded back towards itself creating a loop
that gives the protein a more compact structure. This was recognised by visually
checking a completely unfolded model with the models produced by SAXS. Another
aspect is that the proteins bind in a sideways manner possibly creating a sliding
mechanism.
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4.2. Identification of Additional Binding Sites

This project germinated from the question of whether there are additional, not yet
discovered sites in the PyLTNT sequence, that contribute towards pRb binding. This
thesis shows that PyLTNT is strongly associated with pRb and this involves
additional interacting sites besides what was previously known. The NMR data
showed that polyoma regions associated with retinoblastoma (PRARs) do exist but
their importance remains enigmatic. In addition, it remains unknown whether these
sites might play a role for other proteins in the retinoblastoma family. Efforts to
prepare p130 in sufficient amounts for further NMR experiments failed as the protein
proved very unstable in vitro.
The current data suggests a PRAR before the LxCxE motif that forms a tight
association with pRb. Residues 133-137 seem to be indispensable for the polyoma
LT association. Unfortunately truncated versions of the protein for the evaluation of
the importance of these residues are not possible, because the LxCxE motif is
needed for the interaction.
Other regions that showed localised structure in R2 maps, include residues
downstream of the LxCxE motif. Clusters of residues (161-166; 172-174; 177-181)
were strongly affected, although HSQC spectra indicate fast exchange and therefore
suggest a weak interaction. These PRARs have not yet been evaluated by
mutational analysis to assess their binding efficiency, which was beyond the scope of
this thesis.
Random interactions were observed at the C-terminus of the protein beyond residue
200 mainly from titration data, with one great R2 effect at residue 254 where R2 was
already high in the free protein. Certain residues were in fast exchange in titration
data when bound to pRb but, after removal of the last 58 residues the truncated
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construct exhibited only a 3-fold reduction in binding efficiency which seems
relatively insignificant. This suggests that these residues might randomly interact
with pRb due to the flexibility of the unfolded protein tail, especially after residue 200
where six consecutive glycines attribute to additional conformational flexibility.
The SAXS models suggest that residues beyond position 200 are not attached to the
pRb protein. This is in agreement with the R2 data, that show most of the residues
involved in secondary structure formation before residue 200.
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4.3. Significance of New Binding Sites

Although the functional role of the additional binding sites was not further probed in
this thesis, evidence suggests that the virus uses the unfolded nature of the LT for a
multitude of interactions targeting different cellular proteins, some of which may still
be unknown. One can speculate that the PyV virus was the ancestor strain from
which the other viral homologues originate. This conclusion is supported by the fact
the 154 additional residues are unique to polyoma, that the protein causes tumours
only in rodents, and that SV40 that can infect humans has abolished these sites.
This means that some of the polyoma protein's original binding sites were lost in
subsequent viral homologues to be replaced by more efficient ones. This view is
supported by the lack of any direct binding with p53 in PyLT whereas all other
variants of the polyoma family have a direct p53 binding site at their C-terminus of
LT. In part, PyV has the additional MT protein which is not present in most other
family members. MT binds to p21, a protein downstream the p53 cascade but, does
also not directly bind p53.
The PRAR regions are composed of sequential residues forming clusters on the
PyLTNT sequence. Some of the interactions appear less significant and might be
attributed to the packing of the protein in the complex affecting localised flexibility
rather than being directly responsible for interaction efficiency. The fact that the
PyLTNTm2 shows modest but not a dramatic reduction in binding affinity indicates
that the last 58 amino acids are not directly important for binding affinity for pRb. The
relatively strong affinity (~120nM) exhibited by PyLTNT-pRb complex formation with
pRb might also be partially attributed to amino acids 256 to 258. Previous work on
mutants of PyLT with deletions of the region 256-272 resulted in a 3-fold increase in
binding affinity of pRb by PyLT (Pilon et al., 1996). Considering that the protein used
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in this thesis was lacking those amino acids, and that the last two residues of
PyLTNT were substituted to add a HisTag for purification, it might have the same
properties as the one previously reported.
The same deletion mutant has also been reported to bind only 22% of available p107
(Pilon et al., 1996). Similar results have been reported by substitution of the acidic
residues in the 155-159 region, that exhibited a two-fold increase in binding capacity
of the wild-type PyLT to pRb while binding only 23% of the available p107 (Pilon et
al., 1996). In the amino acids involved in the pRb complex formation, residues 155S
and 156S are shown, by NMR, to have no elevated relaxation rate indicating that
they are not important for the interaction while residues 158T and 159D had
increased relaxation rates. In Pilon et al., mutations replacing the acidic residues
increased affinity for pRb. However, p107 binding significantly decreased to 20-25%
of that of the wild-type PyLT. The virus has evolved towards an overall optimisation
of interrupting cell cycle control and not for the optimal interaction with one specific
protein.
In addition residues that are homologous to the SV40 sequence, just like 155S and
156S that are important for binding, reside downstream of these residues and form a
new PRAR of their own (177-181). These residues were shown to have a low affinity
for pRb interaction.
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4.4. Future Prospects

A number of additional experiments could be envisioned to pinpoint the exact relation
between the newly discovered PRARs and the efficiency of binding.
Future studies should address the interaction between the PyLTNT and its truncated
forms, with the other members of the retinoblastoma family like p107 and p130.
These experiments could potentially highlight different PRARs according to the
different retinoblastoma proteins.
Future experiments using selective labelling might yield further assignments of the
PyLTNT sequence. A method that might help to overcome scrambling is the addition
of excess of all amino acid types in unlabeled form to the rich medium, with the
exception of the one labelled amino acid of interest. Other alternative solutions to
selective labelling include use of transaminase deficient strains, or strains that
include rare tRNA codon genes (Tong et al., 2008). Another method includes
inhibition of the feedback loops of amino acid metabolic pathways. Finally, a method
that is becoming increasingly popular could be used that includes cell free
expression for selective labelling.
On the topic of selective labelling, a popular method that could potentially be used
for this protein is stereo-array isotope labelling (SAIL). The method relies on amino
acid stereo-selective replacement as described by Kainosho et al. and is especially
effective using cell-free expression (Kainosho et al., 2006). Briefly, one of the protons
in methylene groups is replaced by a deuterated proton, two of the protons in methyl
groups are replaced by deuterated protons, valine and leucine prochiral methyl
groups are both deuterated such that one methyl is -12C(D)3 and the other is
-13CH(D)2 and last, alternate labelling in the aromatic rings of phenylalanine, tyrosine
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and tryptophan such that one is in the form of -12CD and the other is in the form of
-13CH.
The advantage of this method is that the backbone connectivity information is
preserved and linewidths are sharpened by decrease in dipolar relaxation pathways
and long-range couplings. The main disadvantage of this method its prohibitive cost.
In conclusion while a number of possible methods and experiments have been
performed, additional studies may be needed to assess the protein functionality. This
may also include cell studies to determine the effect of PyLTNT after mutations of the
PRARs.
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4.5. Conclusions

“I think that only daring speculation can lead us further and not
accumulation of facts” – Albert Einstein 1879 – 1955

The results presented in this thesis lead to the conclusion that PyLTNT is natively
unfolded to optimise interactions with many other proteins, among other pRb. Some
of the localised folding induced by pRb binding, can be attributed to direct
interactions whereas others may just be packing effects caused by the interaction.
Specifically, it was possible to show that a sequence of amino acids between resides
151-200 and residues 133-137 is crucial for the pRb interaction. These sequential
residues were termed PRARs because they were identified by R2 analysis to be
involved in localised structure formation upon pRb binding.
The work in this thesis was somewhat overwhelmed by the difficulty of assigning a
28kDa protein including the largest unfolded sequence assigned to date. This
assignment provides the ground work for further analyses. As part of this thesis, an
attempt was made to also characterise interactions with p130 and p107, but those
failed because both proteins were too unstable. Future work should address these
other binding partners as it remains a key question whether the observed PRARs
would be different for the different retinoblastoma proteins, p107 or p130. The
experiments by Pilon et al. strongly support such a hypothesis (Pilon et al., 1996).
The overall results of this thesis reveal an amazing picture regarding viral
oncoproteins. Rather than optimising one interaction they contain sequences for
many specific binding partners for which they reveal remarkably high affinities. Upon
binding, the sequence shows features of localised structure formation for both direct
interactions and, likely also, for regions which are more indirectly involved in the
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interaction. The sequence of viral oncoproteins seems optimised to balance for
promiscuous interactions with different binding partners.
Whilst previous studies of polyoma virus have mainly been driven by virologists, who
used this virus as a model to decipher mechanisms of cellular transformation, this
picture has radically changed as polyoma viruses have been associated with various
diseases affecting humans. It is to be expected that the groundwork laid out in this
thesis will help towards functional understanding with relevance for the development
of novel treatments against diseases caused by polyoma viruses.
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#
Experiments
HSQC†*
HNCO*

Dimension of acquired data (nucleus)
t1

16
4

t2

15

256( N)
1

1024( H)
1

t3
1

1024( H)
13

64( C)
13

Spectral width, kHz
F1

F2

F3

2.5

5.4

15

6.5

3.8

2.5

15

48( N)

HNCA*

16

1024( H)

42( C)

48( N)

6.5

6

2.5

HN(CO)CA*

16

1024(1H)

42(13C)

48(15N)

6.5

6

2.5

HNN*

16

1024(1H)

60(15N)

68(15N)

6.5

2.5

2.5

HN(C)N*

32

1024(1H)

44(15N)

44(15N)

6.5

2.5

2.5

CBCA(CO)NH*

16

1024(1H)

64(13C)

48(15N)

13

16

2.5

HNCACB*

16

1024(1H)

64(13C)

48(15N)

6

16

2.5

CON‡

8

768(13C)

52(15N)

4

2.5

(H)CBCACON‡

8

768(13C)

84(15N)

128(13C)

2

2.5

11

(H)CBCANCO‡

8

768(13C)

64(15N)

124(13C)

4

2.5

11

1

15

1

HSQC-NOESY*∂

8

1057( H)

48( N)

154( H)

6.5

13

2.5

HSQC-TOCSY*∂

8

945(1H)

42(15N)

128(1H)

6

12

2.5

Table 1. Acquisition parameters of NMR experiments.
‡ data were acquired on an 700MHz spectrometer with a 13C direct observe probe.
* data were acquired on an 800MHz spectrometer.
† data were acquired on an 900MHz spectrometer.
# number of scans
∂ The mixing times for HSQC-NOESY and HSQC-TOCSY were 200 and 140 ms
respectively.
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Figure 50. Peak patterns of various triplets for the HNN experiment in the
F1(1H)-F3(15N) planes
(A-C) F2 (15N) chemical shift of the central glycine (i residue). (D-G) F2 chemical shift
of central X amino acid (i residue). The diagonal (F1 = F2) peaks are indicated in
squares and the sequential peaks in circles. Positive and negative signs are
represented by filled and empty square/circles, respectively. The arrows indicate the
direction of increase in the 15N chemical shift values. The 15N chemical shift of glycine
is assumed to be upfield compared to that of the other amino acid residues. For the
other residues the

15

N chemical shifts are arbitrary. With kind permission from

Springer Science+Business Media: (Panchal et al., 2001).
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